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AbstratIn this thesis we review two methods for studying the non-perturbative region of QCD: thee�etive �eld theory, hiral perturbation theory (�PT), and the loudy bag model, a suess-ful hiral quark model of hadron struture. We use information from both of these soures toonstrut a simple extrapolation formula in the pion mass, m�, for the nuleon eletromag-neti form fators, whih ombines the orret non-analyti hiral behaviour predited by�PT with the orret large m� behaviour. This formula is applied to reent quenhed lattieQCD results to extrapolate to the physial regime. Given the simple nature of the extrap-olation sheme, our results ompare surprisingly well with experiment. We also employ asimple hiral quark model (the hedgehog) to examine the volume and pion mass dependeneof the axial oupling onstant, gA, along with the hedgehog baryon mass. Our results for gAreveal large volume dependene at low pion masses.
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1IntrodutionThe onstituent partiles of atomi nulei are protons and neutrons (olletively referred toas nuleons). They are bound together in the nuleus by the strong nulear fore, whih isunderstood as the residual interation of the internal strutures of individual nuleons. Theinterations of these fundamental internal partiles are desribed by the Standard Model, ahighly suessful theory of the strong and eletro-weak interations. In the Standard Model,hadrons are omprised of a omplex substruture of quarks and gluons. They an be dividedinto two lassi�ations - the baryons, whih are groups of three quarks and inlude thenuleons; and the mesons, whih are quark-antiquark pairs.Quarks are fermions with frational eletri harge and are divided into six avours -up, down and strange (the light quarks) and harm, bottom and top (the heavy quarks).They also possess one of three \olour" harges (red, blue or green). The need for the olourquantum number was seen shortly after the development of the quark model when ertainhadrons (suh as the �++) were found to have totally symmetri spin-avour wavefuntions,thus requiring antisymmetry in their olour wavefuntion to satisfy Fermi-Dira statistis.Unlike leptons, whih experiene only the eletro-weak interations, quarks also experi-ene the strong interation. Given the suess of the gauge �eld theory quantum eletro-dynamis (QED) for eletromagneti interations, it made sense to try to apply the gaugepriniple to the strong interation also. The result was quantum hromodynamis (QCD),the urrently aepted theory of the strong interation.QCD is a gauge �eld theory based on the requirement of invariane under SU(3) olourtransformations. The interation is mediated by gluons, the massless gauge bosons of thetheory. Unlike the gauge �eld theories of eletro-weak interations, the transformations ofQCD are non-Abelian. As a result, the gluons arry olour harge and ouple to eah other aswell as to the quarks, in stark ontrast to QED where the photons are unharged. This fatgives QCD a number of peuliar properties. At short distanes (or large energies) the QCDoupling beomes weak, a property known as asymptoti freedom, whilst at large distanes(and low energies) the interation gets stronger. Although it has not yet been rigorouslyproven, the latter property is believed to lead to the on�nement of quarks to olour singletstates. Experimentally, free quarks have never been observed.Although the QCD Lagrangian an be written down in a relatively simple and ompatform, its dynamis are only properly understood in the high energy regime where perturbationtheory an be used to de�ne the Feynman path integrals in terms of expansions in the QCDoupling onstant. At low energies this oupling beomes of order 1 and a perturbativeexpansion is no longer useful.In the low energy (or non-perturbative) setor of QCD the e�etive degrees of freedom



2 1. Introductionare baryons and mesons, rather than the quarks and gluons in terms of whih the QCDLagrangian is expressed. Beause the proess of on�nement is not yet well understood ithas so far proven impossible to make preditions for non-perturbative hadroni observablesfrom �rst priniples. As many important aspets of nulear physis are desribed by the non-perturbative region of QCD, physiists must look to other tehniques to study the dynamisof this region. A number of suh tehniques exist, eah with their own partiular advantagesand disadvantages. The only rigorous method for alulating observables in non-perturbativeQCD is by the numerial methods of lattie gauge theory, �rst proposed by Wilson in 1974[Wil74℄.All physially relevant quantities of a quantum �eld theory an be derived from theGreens funtions of the theory (the vauum expetation values of time-ordered produts ofthe �elds), whih an then be expressed in terms of path integrals taken over all possible�eld on�gurations using the Feynman path integral formulation. In perturbation theorypath integrals are de�ned as an expansion in the interation Hamiltonian and alulated tosome given order. But in the non-perturbative regime higher order terms ontribute equallyor greater than lower ones so that this perturbative method breaks down.Lattie gauge theory provides a alulable de�nition of the path integral in this region.QCD is formulated on a �nite disretized spae-time grid and numerial methods employedto alulate the Feynman path integrals to �nd results for physial observables. Calulationsare performed in Eulidean spae-time so that otherwise osillatory integrals onverge andthen the result is analytially ontinued bak into Minkowski spae-time. Ideally the resultsof lattie simulations should be extrapolated in the lattie spaing, a, to the ontinuum limitto remove disretization errors. Errors also arise as a results of the �nite size of the lattie,whih (beause of omputing limitations) is often not a lot bigger than the region of interest.The oniting desires for �ne lattie spaings and large volumes must be balaned and theerrors properly understood and ontrolled.Many lattie simulations are run using the quenhed approximation. In quenhed QCD(QQCD) the quark determinant is set to a onstant, equivalent to removing the e�et of quarkloops. This approximation greatly inreases the speed of alulation and a large number ofall lattie simulations are in QQCD.A more pressing issue arises from the role of the quark mass, mq. Lattie simulations arevery omputing intensive and the time required goes like m�3q or worse. As a result, they arerun at quark masses many times larger than the physial values. To ompare lattie resultswith experiment an extrapolation in mq must be performed. As we disuss later, this is byno means a trivial proedure.Beause of its limitations, the results of lattie QCD must be omplemented by othermethods for investigating non-perturbative QCD. The purpose of this thesis is to exploresome of these methods and how they an be used to inform our interpretation of lattie data,partiularly in regard to extrapolations in mq.A partiularly important aspet to onsider is the role of hiral symmetry in low energyQCD. In Chapter 3 we will examine the symmetry properties of QCD and see how they anbe used to study the low energy regime of the theory.



3The QCD Lagrangian displays an (approximate) hiral symmetry that is not present inthe QCD vauum. This spontaneous breaking of hiral symmetry results in the generationof 8 very light pseudosalar mesons (alled Goldstone bosons) whih orrespond to the pi-ons, kaons and the eta meson. Beause of their relative lightness (on a hadroni sale) theGoldstone bosons play a very important role in low energy physis.Using a knowledge of these symmetry priniples it is possible to onstrut an e�etive�eld theory (EFT) in terms of the low energy degrees of freedom of QCD with the samelow energy behaviour as QCD. We will demonstrate how the Lagrangian for one suh EFT,hiral perturbation theory (�PT), an be onstruted. �PT predits non-analyti behaviourin the quark mass mq for many hadroni observables as a result of Goldstone boson loops.This an lead to dramati deviations from naive linear extrapolations in mq and hene mustbe inorporated in the mq extrapolation formula. However, the preditions of �PT holdonly within a very small radius of onvergene and at the larger masses where present lattiesimulations are run these non-analyti terms are suppressed and hadroni observables varyslowly with mq.Another useful tehnique for studying non-perturbative hadron struture is by using sim-ple phenomenologial models suh as the MIT and loudy bag models desribed in Chapter 4.The loudy bag model (CBM) is a very suessful relativisti model of hadron struture inwhih the hadron (two or three quarks on�ned in a spherial volume or \bag") is dressed bya loud of pions oupling to the quarks at the volume surfae. Again hiral symmetry playsa very important role in this proess. By studying these models we an gain a great deal ofinsight into the internal struture of hadrons and the transition from the non-analyti mqbehaviour of �PT to the more linear behaviour observed in lattie data.In Chapter 5 we will use information from both �PT and the CBM to develop an extrap-olation formula in m2� for QQCD lattie data for the nuleon eletromagneti form fatorsby taking simple funtional forms whih build in the orret non-analyti and asymptotibehaviours. Given the simpliity of the extrapolation method and the fat that the lattiedata is quenhed, our results are quite impressive.Finally, in Chapter 6 we examine the volume dependene of the axial oupling onstant,gA, in a hiral quark model alled the hedgehog (a relative of the CBM). Reent lattie QCDsimulations have signi�antly under-predited the value of gA and it has been suggested thatthis failure ould be the result of signi�ant �nite size e�ets. In our simple investigation wealulate gA and the hedgehog baryon mass for exat solutions found on a range of di�erentsized spherial volumes over a range of pion masses. Our results for gA reveal a large degreeof volume dependene at pion masses below 400MeV.



2An Introdution to Nuleon EletromagnetiForm FatorsThe nuleon eletromagneti form fators desribe the internal eletromagneti struture ofa proton or neutron and provide a fundamental onstraint for any theoretial desription ofthe struture of the nuleon. Elasti eletron sattering experiments have provided a largeamount of data over a range of momenta so that these form fators are known to remarkableauray (with the exeption of the neutron eletri form fator). We fous on the nuleonstruture at non-perturbative momenta (Q2 � 1GeV2).In this hapter we introdue the Pauli and Dira eletromagneti form fators throughelasti eletron-nuleon sattering. By onsidering nuleon harge radii and magneti mo-ments in the Breit frame we motivate the de�nition of the Sahs eletri and magneti formfators and examine their interpretation in terms of spatial eletromagneti urrents andharge distributions. Finally we examine the experimental data for the Sahs form fatorsin the non-perturbative region.Throughout this thesis we will onsider the nuleon eletromagneti form fators employ-ing a number of di�erent non-perturbative methods, ultimately performing a hiral extrap-olation of lattie QQCD data for the Sahs form fators.2.1 Elasti Eletron SatteringTo study the internal eletromagneti struture of the nuleon we onsider the elasti sat-tering eN ! eN of an eletron on a nuleon N (N = p for a proton, n for a neutron).To lowest order in the interation this is represented by the single photon exhange shownin Fig. 2.1. Beause the interation is expanded in powers of the �ne struture onstant� = e2=4� ' 1=137 the single photon approximation is aurate to about 1% [TW01℄.The four-momenta of the inident and sattered eletron are labeled k = (�;~k) andk0 = (�0; ~k0) whilst p = (E; ~p ) and p0 = (E0; ~p0) are the four-momenta of the nuleon in theinitial and �nal state. The spin-projetions of the eletron and nuleon initial and �nal statesare given by s, s0, � and �0 respetively. The four-momentum transfered from the eletronto the nuleon is q = p0 � p where q2 � �Q2 < 0 is a Lorentz invariant.The ontribution of Fig. 2.1 to the transition amplitude, iT , is proportional to the produtof the matrix elements of the leptoni (J l�(x)) and hadroni (Jh� (x)) eletromagneti urrentsand the photon propagator,iT � �
es0(k0)��J l�(x)��es(k)�g��q2 
N�0(p0)��Jh� (x)��N�(p)�: (2.1)



2.1 Elastic Electron Scattering 5
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Figure 2.1: Elasti eletron-nuleon sattering in the single photon approximation.The eletron urrent matrix element is known from QED and has the form [PS95℄
es0(k0)��J�l (x)��es(k)� = �us0(k0)�us(k); (2.2)where us(k) are positive energy Dira spinors desribing the eletron and satisfying the Diraequation. The expliit form of the Dira spinor us(k) isus(k) = pE +M0� �s~� � ~kE +M�s 1A ; (2.3)where ~� = (�x; �y; �z) and �s are the standard Pauli spin matries and two-omponentspinors respetively, andM and E are the mass and energy of the partile being represented.Beause of the internal quark and gluon struture of the nuleon, the expression for thehadroni matrix element is not so simple. Translational invariane means that we an write
N�0(p0)��Jh� (x)��N�(p)� = ei(p0�p)�xhN�0(p0)jJh� (0)jN�(p)i: (2.4)Then from Lorentz invariane, symmetry under spatial reetion and harge onservation,the most general form for this matrix element is [TW01℄,
N�0(p0)��J�h (0)��N�(p)� = �u�0(p0)h�FN1 (Q2) + iFN2 (Q2)��� q�2MN ius(k); (2.5)where MN is the nuleon mass and ��� = i2 [�; � ℄ for the usual 4 � 4 gamma matries �.FN1 (Q2) and FN2 (Q2) are the Dira and Pauli form fators desribing the internal eletro-magneti struture of nuleon N .It is useful to de�ne isovetor and isosalar ombinations of the Dira and Pauli formfators of the proton and neutron, given byF v1;2(Q2) = F p1;2(Q2)� F n1;2(Q2); (2.6)F s1;2(Q2) = F p1;2(Q2) + F n1;2(Q2): (2.7)



6 2. An Introduction to Nucleon Electromagnetic Form Factors2.2 The Breit Frame, Magneti Moments and Charge RadiiA partiularly useful frame of referene in whih to onsider this sattering is the Breit frame,de�ned as the frame in whih the initial and �nal energies of the target nuleon are equal (i.e.q0 = 0). For elasti sattering this oinides with the eletron-nuleon entre-of-mass frameso that the inoming eletron and nuleon have equal but opposite momenta, ~k = +~q=2 and~p = �~q=2 respetively.In the Breit frame, the expetation value of the lassial magneti moment for a nuleonat rest is ~�N = 
Ns(~p = 0)�� 12 Z d3r ~r � ~Jh(~r)��Ns(~p = 0)�: (2.8)Using the method of Ernst, Sahs and Wali [ESW60, Sa62℄, in whih the nuleon state��Ns(~p = 0)� is replaed by the general state��Nsi = Z d3p g(~p )jNs(~p )�and then the limit jg(~p )j2 = Æ(3)(~p ) taken, and applying Eq. (2.5), we an show that thisgives the result ~�N = hFN1 (0) + FN2 (0)i�us(~0)~� us(~0): (2.9)Similarly we an alulate the mean squared harge radius of the nuleon,hr2EiN = 
Ns(~p = 0)�� Z d3r r2J0h (~r)��Ns(~p = 0)�; (2.10)whih yields the resulthr2EiN = �6 ��Q2 hFN1 (Q2)� Q24M2N FN2 (Q2)iQ2=0: (2.11)Equations (2.9) and (2.11) lead naturally to the de�nitions for the Sahs eletri (GNE ) andmagneti (GNM) form fators,GNE (Q2) = FN1 (Q2)� Q24M2FN2 (Q2); (2.12)GNM(Q2) = FN1 (Q2) + FN2 (Q2): (2.13)We an then write ~�N = GNM(0) �us(~0)~� us(~0); (2.14)and hr2EiN = �6GNE (0) ��Q2GNE (Q2)���Q2=0 : (2.15)Although they were derived expliitly in the Breit frame, Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) are nowtaken as the de�nitions of the mean square harge radii and magneti moment in any frame.We an similarly de�ne magneti radii and eletri moments by swapping the labels E and



2.3 Experimental Observations and Lattice Data 7M . Note the fator of 1=GNE (0) in Eq. (2.15), whih is the result of normalizing the meansquare radius in the de�nition Eq. (2.10).By evaluating the interation energy of a nuleon with a stati eletromagneti �eld,Sahs [Sa62℄ showed that GNE (Q2) and GNM(Q2) serve to determine the distribution of hargeand magnetization in the nuleon and that in the Breit frame GNE and GNM are related to theFourier transform of the spatial urrents byJ0N(~r) = Z d3q(2�)3GNE (Q2)e�i~q�~r; (2.16)~JN(~r) = iZ d3q(2�)3GNM(Q2)�ys(~� � ~q)�se�i~q�~r: (2.17)Taking the inverse of these relations we an �nd expressions for the eletri and magnetiform fators, GNE (Q2) = Z d3xJ0N(~x)ei~q�~x; (2.18)GNM(Q2) = �i 12~q 2 �ys(~� � ~q)�s Z d3x ~JN(~x)ei~q�~x: (2.19)From Eq. (2.18) we see that GNE (0) gives the total harge of the nuleon N , so GpE(0) = 1and GnE(0) = 0 (in units of e).2.3 Experimental Observations and Lattie DataExperimental measurement of the eletromagneti form fators using elasti eletron sat-tering provides reasonably aurate data over a wide range of momentum transfers (with theexeption of the eletri form fator of the neutron, whih is hard to measure beause ofthe diÆultly in isolating a neutron target). We are primarily interested in low momentumtransfers (Q2 � 1GeV2) for whih the experimental data is displayed in Fig. 2.2. In thisregion, the proton eletri form fator and both magneti form fators are well representedby a dipole in Q2: GpM(Q2)�p = GnM(Q2)�n = GpE(Q2) = � 11 +Q2=�2�2; (2.20)with �2 = 0:71GeV2 [TW01℄. Their normalizations at Q2 = 0 are given by [H+02℄GpE(0) = 1; GpM(0) = �p = 2:793;GnE(0) = 0; GnM(0) = �n = �1:913; (2.21)where the magneti moments are in units of the nulear magneton, �N = e=2MN .For Q2 above 1GeV2, reent measurements of the ratio GpE=GpM have revealed signi�antdi�erenes between the behaviours of the proton eletri and magneti form fators [J+00,G+02℄.
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Figure 2.2: Experimental data for the nuleon eletromagneti form fators.There have not been very many alulations of nuleon eletromagneti form fators inlattie QCD, with the fous being more on harge radii and magneti moments. In the early90's Leinweber and ollaborators [LWD91℄ produed quenhed data for GE and GM for theproton and neutron at one Q2 value and three di�erent pion masses but sine then there havebeen no further alulations until very reently. In 2003 the QCDSF ollaboration [G+03℄published quenhed results for the eletromagneti form fators over a large range of Q2 andm2� values. In Chapter 5 we will perform an extrapolation of this data to �nd the eletriand magneti form fators for the proton and neutron at the physial pion mass.



3Chiral Perturbation TheoryBy onsidering the symmetries and onserved urrents of QCD it is possible to learn a lotabout its low energy behaviour. QCD is a gauge �eld theory based on the loal SU(3) olourinvariane of quarks and the assoiated gauge �eld is the gluon. It also has a number ofimportant global symmetries. The SU(3) avour and SU(3) hiral symmetries are exatsymmetries of massless QCD but are broken by the quark mass term. But sine the massesof the light quarks (up, down and strange) are small ompared to typial hadroni energysales, this violation an be treated perturbatively and SU(3) avour and hiral symmetryare still good approximate symmetries of QCD.After introduing these two symmetries and their respetive onserved vetor and axial-vetor urrents, we will see how SU(3) hiral symmetry is spontaneously broken by the QCDvauum, leading to the reation of 8 massless pseudosalar Goldstone bosons - the pions,kaons and the eta meson. We will also examine the expliit symmetry breaking due to thenon-zero quark mass and the related partial onservation of the axial urrent (the PCAChypothesis).At low energies the quarks and gluons of QCD are on�ned inside omposite hadronswhih are the e�etive degrees of freedom in the low energy region. Using this knowledge ofthe symmetries of QCD, it is possible to onstrut an e�etive �eld theory (EFT) in termsthese e�etive degrees of freedom based on a Taylor expansion in energy and momentum.Provided that its Lagrangian respets all the same symmetry priniples as QCD, the EFTwill display the same low energy behaviour as QCD. In the seond setion of this hapterwe outline the priniples by whih the hiral e�etive �eld theory hiral perturbation theory(�PT), an be formulated and demonstrate how to onstrut the e�etive Lagrangian for themeson setor of �PT.3.1 Chirality and QCDIn this setion we will examine the approximate SU(3) � SU(3) hiral symmetry of QCDand related behaviour.
3.1.1 Chirality reviewedConsider the Dira equation for a fermion �eld  (x),(i�=�m) (x) = 0; (3.1)



10 3. Chiral Perturbation Theorywhere we use the usual notation �= = ��� and � are the four gamma matries. The hiralityoperator 5 is then de�ned as 5 � i0123: (3.2)It is a pseudosalar operator with the properties25 = 1; and f�; 5g = 0; (3.3)and has eigenvalues of �1 so we an de�ne projetion operators,P� = �1� 52 �; (3.4)onto positive and negative hirality states. For massless fermions, hirality is the sameas heliity (or handedness) - right-handed partiles have positive hirality and left-handedpartiles have negative - but unlike heliity, whih is dependent on the hoie of refereneframe, a partile's hirality is still well de�ned for m 6= 0.
3.1.2 Conserved currents in QCDThe QCD Lagrangian density is [DGH92℄LQCD = �q(iD= �M)q � 12Tr[G��G�� ℄; (3.5)where D= is a ovariant derivative under SU(3)olour gauge transformations and Tr[G��G�� ℄is the gluon kineti term. The quark �eld, q(x), is a Dira spinor, with indies for olour(r, b or g) and avour (u, d or s) along with the usual four spinor omponents, and M =diag[mu;md;ms℄ is the quark mass matrix in avour-spae (it is the identity in olour-spae).We only onsider the three light avours of quark, whih have masses small ompared totypial hadroni sales. The three heavy avours, treated as in�nitely massive, are exluded.Now onsider the global avour rotation,q(x)! exp�i�a�a2 �q(x); (3.6)generated by the eight Gell-Mann SU(3) matries �1; ::: ; �8, ating in avour-spae. If allthree avours of quark have the same mass (mu = md = ms) then LQCD is invariant underthis transformation and by Noether's Theorem there are 8 onserved vetor urrents,V �a (x) = �q(x)��a2 q(x); (3.7)(a = 1; ::: ; 8) and 8 onserved vetor harges,QVa = Z d3xV 0a (x): (3.8)We an also introdue to the transformation of Eq. (3.6) a dependene on the quark hiralityso that q(x)! exp�i�a�a2 5�q(x); (3.9)



3.1 Chirality and QCD 11whih leaves LQCD invariant only in the ase mu = md = ms = 0. The onserved urrentsassoiated with this invariane are the 8 axial urrents,A�a(x) = �q(x)��a2 5q(x): (3.10)Similarly there are 8 onserved axial harges QAa .Although in reality the quark masses (generially labeled mq) are not zero, they aresuÆiently small suh that they an be treated perturbatively about mq = 0 (referred to asthe hiral limit)1. Due to the similarity in the light quark masses (espeially mu and md),the vetor urrents are still very lose to being onserved in reality (espeially the 3 SU(2)vetor urrents).By ombining Eqs. (3.7) and (3.10) we see that in the hiral limit there are separatelyonserved left-handed and right-handed avour urrents given byL�a = (V �a �A�a)=2; (3.11)R�a = (V �a +A�a)=2; (3.12)and there is no interation between left-handed and right-handed partiles. This ombinedinvariane is often referred to as SU(3)� SU(3) hiral symmetry.If we inlude the quark mass term, ��qMq, hiral invariane is broken and it is simple toshow using Noether's Theorem that the divergene of the axial urrent is given by��A�a(x) = i�q(x)�M; �a2 	q(x): (3.13)So, for example, ��A�3 = imu�qu5qu � imd�qd5qd; (3.14)where qu and qd are the spinor �elds representing the up and down quarks respetively. Notethe proportionality between the divergene of the axial urrent and the quark masses. Thisobservation is the basis of the partially onserved axial urrent (PCAC) hypothesis [Col68℄,whih says that for small quark masses the divergene of the axial urrent is small, vanishingin the limit mq ! 0.
3.1.3 Goldstone’s theorem and spontaneous symmetry breakingEven in the hiral limit, the hiral symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian is not manifest in theground state of the theory (i.e. the QCD vauum). The proess whereby the hiral symmetryof QCD is hidden in the vauum state is known as spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)and is understood using Goldstone's theorem [Gol61,GSW62℄.Consider the behaviour of the QCD vauum, j0i, under vetor and axial-vetor transfor-mations (3.6) and (3.9). If the vauum respets both symmetries, i.e. ifexp�i�a2 �j0i = j0i (3.15)1Caution must be exerised when onsidering the strange quark, whih is an order of magnitude heavierthan the two lightest quarks. For this reason, the preditions of SU(3) hiral symmetry are less aurate thanfor SU(2) (in whih only the very light up and down quarks are onsidered).



12 3. Chiral Perturbation Theoryand exp�i�a2 5�j0i = j0i (3.16)(8 a = 1; ::: ; 8) then the generators of the transformations and hene the onserved hargesmust annihilate the vauum: �a2 j0i = 0 and �a2 5j0i = 0; (3.17)and therefore QVa j0i = 0 and QAa j0i = 0: (3.18)Sine QVa and QAa are onserved harges (and hene ommute with the Hamiltonian H)but have opposite parities (+1 and �1 respetively) this would imply that there shouldbe symmetry between the spetra of the positive and negative parity partiles. That is,for eah partile jNi there would exist an opposite parity partile, QAa jNi, with the samemass as jNi. This is learly not the ase in reality. From this observation, along withexperimental measurements of the vetor-vetor and axial-vetor-axial-vetor orrelators andthe approximate SU(3) avour symmetry of the hadron spetrum, we onlude [Gol61℄ thatthe axial harges QAa do not annihilate the vauum but instead reate 8 massless pseudosalarbosons (alled Goldstone bosons) with the quantum numbers of QAa ,j�ai = QAa j0i: (3.19)These are in fat the quantum numbers of the 8 lightest mesons (the pions, kaons and etameson). Although not massless, these partiles are suÆiently lighter than other hadronsfor us to assoiate them with the Goldstone boson produts of the spontaneous breaking ofhiral symmetry, their non-zero masses arising as a result of the expliit breaking of hiralsymmetry by the quark mass term. In an SU(3) hiral-symmetri world the pion, kaon andeta meson masses would vanish.The spontaneous breaking of hiral symmetry is an entirely non-perturbative e�et andit results in the vauum being populated by quark-antiquark pairs so thath0j�qqj0i = h0j�ququj0i + h0j�qdqdj0i+ h0j�qsqsj0i 6= 0: (3.20)In Setion 3.1.5 we will see an illustration of SSB at work in the sigma model.
3.1.4 Partially conserved axial current and the GMOR relationAnother onsequene of Goldstone's theorem is the possibility of pseudosalar meson deayto the vauum through the axial urrent [TW01℄. This deay is of the form,
0��A�a(x)���b(p)� = ip�fÆab e�ip�x; (3.21)where j�b(p)i is a normalized meson state with SU(3) avour index b and 4-momentum p andf is alled the pseudosalar deay onstant. Di�erentiating Eq. (3.21), we �nd the followingexpression relating the divergene of the axial urrent to the pseudosalar meson mass ma:
0����A�a(x)���b(p)� = fm2aÆab e�ip�x: (3.22)



3.1 Chirality and QCD 13This is the marosopi version of the PCAC result of the previous setion, with ��A�aproportional to the pseudosalar meson mass m2a. In the hiral limit when ma = 0 we haveperfet onservation of the axial urrent but in the real world the pseudosalar mesons havea small non-zero mass and aordingly there is a small divergene in A�a .Another important result whih an be found from Eq. (3.21) is the Gell-Mann-Oaks-Renner (GMOR) relation [GMOR68℄ between the pion mass and the up and down quarkmasses near the hiral limit. Using urrent algebra results it an be shown that for smallquark masses, m2� = �(mu +md)2f2� h�ququ + �qdqdi; (3.23)where qu and qd are the up and down quark �elds and f� is the pion deay onstant. Sinethe up and down quark masses are very similar, it is ommon to make the approximationmu = md = mq, in whih ase mq / m2�. Although Eq. (3.23) only holds near the hiral limit,lattie simulations show that this proportionality is a good approximation form2� < 0:8GeV2[Tho01℄ and as a result mq and m2� are used interhangeably as a measure of the deviationfrom the hiral limit.
3.1.5 The sigma modelThe sigma model is a simple model of the nuleon-pion system, in whih the nuleon and pionare treated as elementary fermions and bosons respetively. It was initially developed in ane�ort to restore SU(2) hiral symmetry to the free nuleon through a proess of spontaneoussymmetry breaking. In this setion we will give a brief desription of the model, whih servesas a useful illustration of the mehanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking and also as anintrodution to the next setion on hiral perturbation theory.The linear sigma model LagrangianTo see how SU(2) vetor and axial-vetor transformations will e�et a pion, we an onstrutbilinears of the quark �eld, q(x), with the same quantum numbers as the pions,~�(x) � i�q(x)~�5q(x): (3.24)Here ~� are the three Pauli matries for isospin, whih generate the (in�nitesimal) globalSU(2) vetor and axial-vetor transformations,q(x)! �1� i~� � ~�2 �q(x) (3.25)and q(x)! �1� i~� � ~�25�q(x): (3.26)The vetor transformation ause the �eld ~�(x) to rotate in isospin-spae,~� ! ~� + ~�� ~�: (3.27)



14 3. Chiral Perturbation TheoryUnder the axial transformation ~�(x) is rotated into a salar �eld �(x) � �q(x)q(x),~� ! ~� + ~��; (3.28)whih in turn transforms under Eq. (3.26) like� ! � � ~� � ~� (3.29)but is left unhanged by vetor transformations. It is simple to show that the ombination(~�2 + �2) is invariant for both vetor and axial-vetor transformations.Using these �elds along with the nuleon �eld  (x), we an now onstrut a hiral invari-ant Lagrangian to desribe the pion-nuleon system. From symmetry and parity onsidera-tions, the pion will ouple to the nuleon likeg � (x)i~�5 (x) � ~�(x);with oupling strength g. To preserve hiral symmetry there must be a orrespondingnuleon-sigma oupling, g � (x) (x)�(x):The nuleon kineti term, � i�= , is hirally invariant and sigma and pion kineti terms,12[��~� � ��~� + ������℄;an also be added. Symmetry also allows for a potential term V , a funtion of the hiralinvariant (~�2 + �2), desribing pion-sigma interations. A useful hoie for this potential isV (�; ~�) = 14�2[(~�2 + �2)� �2℄2= �24 (~�2 + �2)2 � �2�22 (~�2 + �2) + �2�44 : (3.30)Putting it all together we have the following hirally invariant Lagrangian,L� = i � �= � g � (i~� � ~�5 + �) + 12(���)2 + 12(��~�)2 � 14�2[(~�2 + �2)� �2℄2; (3.31)desribing an interating system of nuleon, pion and sigma �elds.SSB in the linear sigma modelLet us onsider the potential V of Eq. (3.30), the form of whih has been hosen deliberatelyto illustrate the workings of spontaneous hiral symmetry breaking. For the system to bestable we require �2 > 0 but how does the sign of �2 e�et the potential?If �2 � 0 then V has just the one minimum at the origin (� = 0; ~� = ~0 ) and it is obviousthat the vauum expetation value for these �elds will be zero. In the more interesting asewhere �2 > 0, the potential has the notorious \Mexian hat" shape illustrated in Fig. 3.1and the origin is no longer stable. Instead there are in�nitely many minima on the surfae�2 + ~�2 = �2.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the potential V (�; ~�) against � and one omponent of ~� in the asewhere �2 > 0.Rather than onsidering quantum utuations about the unstable origin, we must hooseone of these minima for the ground state and expand the �elds about it, interpreting theseutuations as the physial pion and sigma partiles. Whatever our hoie, this vauum statewill no longer be invariant under hiral transformations and there will be a non-zero vauumexpetation value for the sigma or pion �elds (or both). As a non-zero vauum expetationvalue for the pseudosalar �eld ~� would violate parity, we hoose for our vauum state thepoint � = +�; ~� = ~0; (3.32)and expand both �elds about it: � ! � + �; ~� ! ~�: (3.33)Expressed in terms of the new (physial) sigma and pion �elds, the Lagrangian densitybeomes L� = � (i�=� g�) + 12(��~�)2 + 12(���)2 � g � (� + i~� � ~�5) ��2�2�2 � �2��(~�2 + �2)� 14�2(~�2 + �2)2: (3.34)The rede�nition of �elds has hidden the expliit SU(2)�SU(2) hiral symmetry of the model,whih an still be seen through the invariane under the transformation,� ! � � ~� � ~�; (3.35)~� ! ~� + (� + �)~� : (3.36)Observe also how we have generated mass terms for the nuleon (mN = g�) and the sigmapartile (m� = p2�2�2) by the SSB proess. The pion remains massless as we wouldexpet. We an generate a (small) mass for the pion by introduing a preferred diretion in



16 3. Chiral Perturbation Theory(�; ~�)-spae through the addition of the expliit hiral symmetry breaking term, �, to theLagrangian. The minimum, �0, of the new potential must then satisfy the equation�0(�20 � �2) = =�2; (3.37)and when we expand about it (� ! �0 + �) we will �nd masses for the nuleon, sigma andpion, given by mN = g�0; (3.38)m2� = �2(3�20 � �2); (3.39)m2� = �2(�20 � �2): (3.40)One we introdue a pion mass the axial-vetor urrent will no longer be exatly onserved.By alulating its divergene and omparing this with the PCAC relation we see that thepoint h�i = �0 about whih we have expanded the � �eld is given by the pion deay onstant,f� [Tho84℄.The non-linear sigma modelOne obvious problem with the linear sigma model is the absene of any andidate for thesigma partile in nature. We an remove the sigma partile from the model by restritingutuations of the ~� and � �elds to the so-alled \hiral irle",�2 + ~�2 = f2� ; (3.41)keeping the vauum expetation value h�i = f� but removing any exitations of the � �eld.This is equivalent to taking the limit of the sigma mass going to in�nity. Now there are onlythree degrees of freedom and we an hoose a new, non-linear parameterization in terms ofthe new pion �eld ~�(x): �(x) = f� os(�(x)f� ); (3.42)~�(x) = f��̂(x) sin(�(x)f� ); (3.43)with � = q~� � ~� and �̂ = ~�=�. These new �elds an be summarized in omplex matrixnotation in terms of the unitary2 matrix U(x),U(x) = exp�i~� � ~�(x)f� � = 1f� ��(x) + i~� � ~�(x)�: (3.44)The Lagrangian density of Eq. (3.31) an then be re-expressed in terms of the omplex matrix�eld U(x). It is given byL� = � Li�= L + � Ri�= R � g( � LU R + � RU L) + 14f2� Tr[��U��U ℄; (3.45)2The unitarity requirement for U is equivalent to restriting ~�(x) and �(x) to the hiral irle.



3.2 Chiral Perturbation Theory 17where we have written separately the left and right-handed nuleon �elds, L(x) = �1� 52 � (x) (3.46)and  R(x) = �1 + 52 � (x): (3.47)By the unitary nature of U , the potential V of Eq. (3.30) is a onstant and is ignored.From the pion-nuleon oupling term we see that to retain hiral invariane U musttransform linearly under separate isospin rotations,  R ! R R;  L ! L L, of the right andleft-handed quarks, U(x)! RU(x)Ly; (3.48)and hene the new pion �eld ~�(x) will transform in a highly non-linear way. We ouldalso inlude in the Lagrangian an expliit symmetry breaking term, whih in this non-linearrepresentation looks like 2Tr[U + U y℄:The sigma model Lagrangian of Eq. (3.31) is not the only possible desription of thenuleon-pion system. There are many other terms, satisfying hiral symmetry, whih ouldbe inluded in a more general hiral invariant Lagrangian. Suppose we had a general hirallysymmetri �eld theory in whih, although we did not know expliitly whih interations werepresent, the list of possible terms would be greatly restrited by the SU(3) hiral symmetry.We ould then write out a general Lagrangian with a set of undetermined oupling onstants.This is exatly what we will do in the next setion to onstrut a Lagrangian for the hirale�etive �eld theory hiral perturbation theory.3.2 Chiral Perturbation TheoryAs we have mentioned, although the dynamis of QCD are well understood at high energysales using perturbation theory, at low energies and momenta (Q < 1GeV) the runningoupling onstant of QCD is of order 1 and a perturbative expansion in it would fail. Insteadwe must look to other strategies to examine the low energy (or non-perturbative) region ofQCD. We have already disussed how non-perturbative QCD an be solved on a �nite spae-time lattie using lattie gauge theory. Unfortunately the reah of lattie QCD is limited (byits intense omputing requirements) to quark masses many times larger than the physialvalues.One way to aess the low energy, low quark mass region near the hiral limit is by usinghiral perturbation theory (�PT), an e�etive �eld theory of the strong interation basedon the SU(3) � SU(3) hiral symmetry of QCD. E�etive �eld theories (EFTs) are usedto approximate an underlying �eld theory in the low energy regime, where the fundamentaldegrees of freedom of the theory are not aessible, instead being replaed by a set of e�etivedegrees of freedom. The onstrution of an EFT is guided strongly by the symmetry priniplesof the underlying theory.



18 3. Chiral Perturbation TheoryIn this setion we will disuss the motivations behind suh a hiral e�etive �eld the-ory and then demonstrate the onstrution of the �PT Lagrangian for the meson setor ofQCD. Our presentation is only an overview and for more detailed desriptions of �PT seeRefs. [DGH92,Wei96℄ or the original papers by Gasser and Leutwyler [GL84,GL85℄.
3.2.1 Chiral effective field theoryAt low energy sales the quarks and gluons of QCD are not seen diretly but are on�nedinside baryons and mesons. It is these omposite partiles whih form the e�etive degreesof freedom (also alled asymptoti degrees of freedom) of low energy QCD. The lightest ofthese are the pseudosalar mesons (hiey the pions but also the kaons and the eta meson),whih play an important role in governing low energy strong interations.We an onstrut an e�etive Lagrangian to replae the QCD Lagrangian at low energiesby replaing the quarks and gluons with the e�etive meson and baryon degrees of freedom.This is done by writing down all possible terms permitted by the symmetry priniples ofthe underlying theory, expressed in terms of the meson and baryon �elds, with oeÆientsto be determined by phenomenology or experiment. To make this seemingly enormous taskmanageable, we onsider a low energy expansion of the Lagrangian and work perturbativelyin energy and momentum.Consider the general e�etive Lagrangian Le�, where we have grouped terms by thedimensionality of their operators (i.e. the number of derivative terms present):Le� = L0 + L2 + L4 + : : : ; (3.49)where Ln is made up of terms ontaining n derivatives. (For Lorentz invariane only evenvalues of n are allowed). When matrix elements are taken, eah derivative will beome afator of momentum p of the asymptoti �elds. It follows from dimensional analysis that theoeÆient of an operator with n derivatives behaves like 1=�n�4, where � is some energysale spei� to the theory. An n-derivative term will then behave like pn=�n�4 and atmomenta small ompared to �, high order terms will vanish. For this reason we need onlyonsider the lowest order terms. A Lagrangian onstruted in this manner will produe thesame results, expressed as a Taylor expansion in energy, as QCD, up to some perturbationin energy [Wei79℄.From our investigations in Setion 3.1, we an now formulate the symmetry propertieswhih we will require of a hiral e�etive �eld theory. The Lagrangian, whih we split into ahiral symmetri part, L0, and a symmetry breaking part, Lsb, so thatLe� = L0 + Lsb; (3.50)must satisfy the following properties [TW01℄:(a) L0 is symmetri under hiral SU(3)� SU(3) avour transformations;(b) this symmetry group is spontaneously broken suh that the ground state is symmetrionly under SU(3) vetor transformations;



3.2 Chiral Perturbation Theory 19() the massless partiles of the theory are the eight Goldstone bosons, �a, assoiated withpoint (b);(d) L0 has eight onserved axial urrents, A�a(x), through whih the Goldstone bosons havea �nite probability of deaying to the vauum:h0jA�a (x)���b(p)� = ip�fÆab e�ip�x; (3.51)where f is the pseudosalar deay onstant;(e) the symmetry breaking term, Lsb, has the same matrix elements as the quark mass termin LQCD and is suÆiently small so that it an be treated perturbatively.The fat that in QCD the Goldstone bosons interat weakly so that in the hiral limitinterations involving any number of Goldstone bosons will vanish is very important in allow-ing an expansion in energy and momenta about the hiral limit. The perturbative treatmentof hiral symmetry breaking means that we will be dealing with a dual expansion in m2� andgeneral momenta p.One �nal point to onsider before we onstrut Le� for the meson setor is the meaningof small momenta and energy. Earlier we saw that an energy expansion of the Lagrangianwas feasible for momenta small ompared to some harateristi energy sale � - but what is�? It an be argued that the theory should break down one a non-Goldstone mode beomesaessible. The lightest suh partile is the �-meson whih has a mass of m� ' 770MeV.Provided that the pseudosalar meson momenta and masses remain small ompared to thisthen a hiral expansion should be meaningful. This is de�nitely true of the pions (m� '140MeV) but for the kaons and eta meson, whih have masses lose to 500MeV it is not soobvious that a hiral expansion will be suessful. For this reason, although we will ontinueto work with the full SU(3) hiral perturbation theory, are must be taken when onsideringits onvergene properties as ompared to those of its more onvergent SU(2) subset.
3.2.2 Chiral effective Lagrangian for the meson sectorUsing the priniples outlined in the previous setion, we will now onstrut a hiral e�etiveLagrangian for the meson setor of QCD.As in the non-linear sigma model of Setion 3.1.5, we an represent the pseudosalarmeson �elds in the form of a omplex matrix U(x) 2 SU(3),U(x) = exp�i�a�a(x)f �; (3.52)where �a are the eight Gell-Mann SU(3) matries and f is a general parameter whih is yetto be determined. The �eld �a(x) represents the pseudosalar meson otet, suh that�a�a =  �0p2 + �p6 �+ K+�� � �0p2 + �p6 K0K� K0 � 2�p6 !: (3.53)



20 3. Chiral Perturbation TheoryThe matrix U transforms linearly under separate global left and right-handed urrent trans-formations, U(x)! RU(x)Ly; (3.54)suh that the transformation relations for the Goldstone bosons are highly non-linear.The e�etive Lagrangian for the meson setor will be expressed in terms of U and itsderivatives ��U and an be expanded asLe� = Le�(2) + Le�(4) + : : : ; (3.55)where we have grouped terms with the same order of meson momentum together. At lowenergy, an expansion in powers of meson momenta is equivalent to an expansion in derivatives��U sine U(x) = 1 + i�a�a(x)f +O(�2); (3.56)whih leads to ��U(x) = i�a���a(x)f +O(�2): (3.57)Lorentz invariane restrits Eq. (3.55) to even orders of momenta and there is no Le�(0) termsine the unitarity of U means it is a onstant and an be ignored.The lowest order ontribution to Le� is the kineti term for the Goldstone bosons fromthe non-linear sigma model, Le�(2) = f24 Tr[��U y��U ℄: (3.58)At order p4 there are three independent terms allowed by hiral symmetry,Le�(4) = L1(Tr[��U y��U ℄)2 + L2Tr[��U y��U ℄ Tr[��U y��U ℄+L3Tr[��U y��U��U y��U ℄; (3.59)where the three oupling onstants, L1, L2 and L3 must be determined by experiment orphenomenology. We an also introdue expliit symmetry breaking terms to Le�(2) and Le�(4).From the sigma model, the leading symmetry breaking term is of the formB2 f2Tr[M(U + U y)℄;where M is the quark mass matrix, inluded to satisfy PCAC. This term is invariant undervetor transformations (L=R) but breaks axial symmetry. From the GMOR relation, thequark mass goes like m2� so we inlude it in Le�(2),Le�(2) = f24 Tr[��U y��U ℄ + B2 f2Tr[M(U + U y)℄: (3.60)There are also higher order symmetry breaking terms ontributing to Le�(4) and higher withadditional oupling onstants whih must be determined.



3.2 Chiral Perturbation Theory 21Let us stop here and onsider just Le�(2) for a while. For simpliity we will restritourselves to SU(2) so that U(x) = exp(i~� � ~�(x)=f); (3.61)where ~�(x) represents the three pion �elds. The lowest order e�etive Lagrangian (to fourthorder in �) is then given byLe�(2) = 12��~� � ��~� + 16f2 h(~� � ��~�)(~� � ��~�)� (~� � ~�)(��~���~�)i+(mu +md)Bhf2 � 12~� � ~� + 124f2 (~� � ~�)2i+O(�6): (3.62)We identify the onstant vauum ontribution (mu +md)Bf2 with the vauum expetationvalue of the mass term in the QCD Lagrangian, �(muh�ququi +mdh�qdqdi). Setting h�ququi =h�qdqdi = h�qqi, this gives Bf2 = �h�qqi: (3.63)The pion mass term in Eq. (3.62) is thenm2� = (mu +md)B = �(mu +md)h�qqif2 : (3.64)If we identify the parameter f with the pion3 deay onstant, f�, then this is just the GMORrelation. We an also extrat vetor and axial-vetor urrents from Eq. (3.62). To lowestorder, V �a = �ab�b��� + : : : ; (3.65)A�a = �f����a + : : : : (3.66)We see that the vetor urrent is onserved and the divergene of the axial-vetor urrentsatis�es PCAC, ��A�a = f�m2��a: (3.67)Loops and renormalizationWe have now seen the O(p2) e�etive Lagrangian, whih is ompletely spei�ed by theparameters f and B. Using Le�(2) we ould go ahead and alulate tree level results for thelowest order hiral e�etive �eld theory. However, when we go to alulate loop diagramsthings beome more ompliated beause they reate divergenes whih annot be absorbedinto the parameters of the O(p2) Lagrangian. Weinberg's power ounting theorem [Wei79℄tells us that loop graphs have an additional two powers of momentum per vertex. As a result,the one-loop diagrams of Le�(2) atually ontribute to the O(p4) alulation, adding to thetree-level ontributions from Le�(4). As we saw, Le�(4) ontains a number of undeterminedoupling onstants, whih will inlude in�nite terms to balane the divergenes of the O(p2)one-loop diagrams.3In the more general SU(3) example f is the general pseudosalar deay onstant (in the hiral limit).



22 3. Chiral Perturbation TheoryIn this way, the hiral e�etive theory an be renormalized. The renormalized ouplingswill then be determined from experiment or phenomenology. We will also require a regular-ization proedure for dealing with divergent integrals. The hoie of regulator is arbitrary. Itis ommon to use dimensional-regularization but in some ases other shemes are preferable.The ombination of the e�etive Lagrangian, Le�, and this renormalization sheme is whatis referred to as hiral perturbation theory (for the meson setor).
3.2.3 The baryon sectorSo far our hiral e�etive �eld theory desribes only the pseudosalar Goldstone bosons andtheir interations. The inlusion of the baryons is more diÆult due to their omparativelylarge masses, whih do not vanish in the hiral limit.There are two methods for inluding baryons in a hiral EFT. One is the relativistimethod, where the pions and nuleon �elds are ombined in a similar way to the non-linearsigma model. The other method is the heavy baryon formalism, in whih baryons are treatedas almost in�nitely heavy stati soures. We will simply refer the interested reader to e.g.Refs. [DGH92,BKM95℄.



4Phenomenologial Models and the CloudyBag ModelDue to the omplexity of non-perturbative QCD, analyti solutions for hadrons as systems ofquarks and gluons do not yet exist. Thus for the purposes of nulear theory it is still useful toonsider simple phenomenologial models of hadron struture. A number of di�erent typesexist, eah onstruted to mimi partiular aspets of QCD. We will fous entirely on bagmodels, whih treat a hadron as a olletion of two or three quarks moving freely inside aon�ning volume. Phenomenologial models an provide useful insights into the omplextopi of hadron struture, omplimenting the results of lattie QCD and hiral perturbationtheory.The MIT bag model [CJJT74,DJJK75℄ is a simple ovariant bag model whih providesreasonably aurate results for a number of di�erent hadroni properties and will be ourstarting point in this hapter. We will review the formulation of the model, beginningwith the non-ovariant Bogoliubov model [Bog67℄ and then examine some of its preditions.Despite its suesses, the MIT model has one major failing - its Lagrangian violates hiralsymmetry. Using a similar method to that employed in the non-linear sigma model, hiralsymmetry an be restored by introduing a pion �eld, oupling to the quarks in the bag.We will examine one partiular hiral bag Lagrangian. Assuming that the pion �eld isweak, the assoiated Euler-Lagrange equations an be solved perturbatively in the pion �eld.The resulting solution is the loudy bag model (CBM) [TMT82, The82, TT83℄. The restof the hapter is spent examining the CBM and its preditions. In partiular, we look ateletromagnetism in the CBM and the preditions for the Sahs form fators.4.1 The MIT Bag ModelQCD is asymptotially free at short distanes or high energies. From the fat that individualquarks are never observed it is probably also on�ning at large distanes. The MIT bag modeluses these two properties as a starting point, dividing spae into two regions: a on�ningvolume inside of whih quarks move freely, and the exterior from whih they are exluded.
4.1.1 The Bogoliubov modelThe MIT model is based on the simpler non-ovariant model of Bogoliubov, in whih thehadron is treated as two or three massless quarks trapped in a spherial in�nite potentialwell. We will begin by reviewing the solution for the quark �eld in this simple model.



24 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag ModelIn the Bogoliubov model the quark �eld, q(x), must satisfy the Dira equation,[�i~� � ~r+ �V (r)℄q(~r) = Eq(~r); (4.1)for the radial potential V (r) = (0; r � R;w; r > R: (4.2)To solve this equation we note that the total angular momentum operators j2 and jz forma mutually ommuting set with the Hamiltonian, H, and the operator K � �(~� �~l + 1) aswell as the total orbital angular momentum operator, l2. The energy eigenstates an thenbe lassi�ed aording to the following eigenvalue equations:j2q = j(j + 1)q; (4.3)jzq = �q; (4.4)Kq = ��q; (4.5)l2q = l(l + 1)q; (4.6)Hq = Eq: (4.7)Examining K, we an show that it is related to the total angular momentum operator,j2, by the expression K2 = j2 + 14 , and therefore the eigenvalues of the two operators arerelated aording to �� = �(j + 12 ). The eigenvalue � also ompletely spei�es orbitalangular momentum l so that the quantum numbers �� and � are suÆient to label thequark eigenstates q�� (along with E). Writing the Dira 4-spinor q�� in terms of two 2-spinors,�1 and �2, Kq�� = " ~� �~l + 1 00 �(~� �~l + 1) # �1�2 !=  (~� �~l + 1)�1�(~� �~l + 1)�2 ! = �� �1�2 ! ; (4.8)we see that �1 and �2 must be eigenstates of the operator (~� �~l+1) with eigenvalues �� and� respetively. We an then write the quark �eld in the formq��(~r) =  g(r)���if(r)���� ! ; (4.9)where the spinors ��� = jl; s= 12 ; j; �i are also eigenstates of (~� �~l+1) and the funtions g andf desribe the radial dependene of the quark �eld. For � = �1 we �nd l = 0 and the quarkis in an s-wave state. We will not onsider the exited states with higher angular momentum.Using the spherial polar representation of the gradient operator, we an express thekineti part of the Dira Hamiltonian as�i~� � ~r = �i~� � r̂ ��r + ir ~� � r̂(�K � 1): (4.10)



4.1 The MIT Bag Model 25Substituting this result along with Eq. (4.9) into the Dira equation, we �nd two oupleddi�erential equations for g(r) and f(r):(E � V )g = ��f 0 + fr �+ �fr ; (4.11)(E + V )f = �g0 + gr �+ �gr : (4.12)We then solve this system of equations with � = �1 and take the limit w ! 1 (to on�nequarks to the bag), �nding the following wavefuntion for the quark eigenstates:q��1;n(~r; t) = Nn0B� j0�
nrR �i~� � r̂ j1�
nrR � 1CA ���1 �(R� r) e�i
nt=R; (4.13)where we have used the property (~� � r̂)��� = ����� (4.14)to simplify the quark spinors. The energy eigenvalue is parameterized as En = 
n=R for thepriniple quantum number n and 
n is referred to as the bag frequeny. The spherial Besselfuntions j0 and j1 are given byj0(x) = sinxx ; j1(x) = sinxx2 � osxx (4.15)and ���1 is a Dira 2-spinor representing the spin of the quark �eld. The normalization ofthe wavefuntion is N2n = 
3n8�R3(
n � 1) sin2
n : (4.16)By enforing ontinuity at the bag boundary we �nd the following boundary ondition on 
:j0(
n) = j1(
n); (4.17)the �rst two eigenvalues of whih are 
0 ' 2:04 and 
1 ' 5:40.
4.1.2 The MIT bag modelA ovariant LagrangianWe would like to formulate the Bogoliubov model in terms of a ovariant Lagrangian density.But �rst there is one important issue whih must be addressed, that being the fat that theBogoliubov bag violates energy-momentum onservation. This an be seen by taking thedivergene of the energy-momentum tensor,T ��Bog = (�qi���q) �(R� r); (4.18)



26 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelresulting from the naive Bogoliubov model Lagrangian:��T ��Bog = ��(�qi���q)�V + (�qi���q)(���V )= �(�qi���q)��ÆS : (4.19)Here �V is 1 inside the bag volume V and 0 outside it, ÆS is a delta funtion at the bagsurfae S and �� is a spae-like unit four-vetor normal to S. The �rst term in this divergenevanishes by the Dira equation but the seond is non-zero at the bag surfae S.To orret this problem, the MIT group introdue a onstant energy density, B, to theLagrangian to balane the non-vanishing divergene. The result is the MIT bag modelLagrangian, LMIT = ��q(i�= �m)q �B��V � 12 �qqÆS ; (4.20)where we have also introdued a quark mass term, m. The purpose of the surfae term� 12 �qqÆS is to set the value of B via a boundary ondition to ensure energy and momentumonservation. Minimizing the ation assoiated with Eq. (4.20) with respet to variations inq and the bag volume V produes three Euler-Lagrange equations for the quark �eld - theDira equation inside the on�ning volume:(i�=�m)q(x) = 0; x 2 V ; (4.21)and two boundary onditions at the surfae:i���q(x) = q(x); x 2 S; (4.22)and B = �12������q(x)q(x)�S : (4.23)The �rst of these two onditions, Eq. (4.22), is the linear boundary ondition (l.b..), whihon�nes quarks inside the volume V by ensuring that there is no quark urrent ow in orout of the bag. We an see this by examining the quark urrent normal to the bag surfae,���q�q. Using the Hermitian onjugate of Eq. (4.22),�q = �i�q���; (4.24)it is simple to show that this is zero at the bag surfae:i��(�q�q)jS = (i�q���)qjS = ��qqjS= �q(i���q)jS = �qqjS= 0: (4.25)The seond boundary ondition, the non-linear boundary ondition (n.l.b..), sets the energydensity B so that the energy-momentum tensor,T �� = (�qi���q +Bg��)�V ; (4.26)has zero divergene at the bag surfae S, thus ensuring energy-momentum onservation.



4.1 The MIT Bag Model 27The stati spherial bagWe have now formulated a ovariant Lagrangian density for quarks on�ned inside a spae-time volume V . In the MIT model the bag volume V may vary in time, although the normalfour-vetor �� must remain spaelike. For pratial purposes this is usually simpli�ed to Vbeing a stati spherial bag, in whih ase the Lagrangian of Eq. (4.20) beomesLMIT = ��q(i�=�m)q �B��(R� r)� 12 �qqÆ(r �R); (4.27)and the Euler-Lagrange equations redue to the following:(i�=�m)q = 0; r � R; (4.28)�ir̂ � ~q = q; r = R; (4.29)B = �12 r̂ � ~r(�qq); r = R: (4.30)This is essentially the Bogoliubov model of the previous setion but with a non-zero quarkmass and an additional boundary ondition. It is straightforward to show that for an s-wavesolution the quark wavefuntion isq��1;n(~r; t) = Nn0B� �+j0�
nrR �i��j1�
nrR �~� � r̂ 1CA ���1 �(R� r) e�i�nt=R; (4.31)with energy eigenvalues En = �n=R, where�n =p
2n + (mR)2 (4.32)and �� =rE �mE : (4.33)The normalization onstant is given byN2n = �n(�n �mR)R3j20(
n)[2�n(�n � 1) +mR℄ : (4.34)Substituting this solution into the l.b.. (4.29) then gives the ondition
n j1(
n) = (�n +mR)j0(
n); (4.35)whih redues to the old Bogoliubov eigenvalue equation, j0(
n) = j1(
n), if we set m = 0.Mass spetrosopyThe energy of the system is found by integrating T 00 over all spae:E = Z d3xT 00 =Xa �aR + 4�3 BR3; (4.36)



28 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelwhere the sum is over the two or three quarks inside the bag (the subsript a refers to quarknumber not the priniple quantum number). It an be shown [Tho84℄ that the n.l.b.. thenrequires that the energy be minimized with respet to the bag radius R, i.e.�E�R = 0: (4.37)The energy density of the bag should be a onstant of the model and one it is �xed,the n.l.b.. will uniquely determine the radius R of any hadron. In pratie B is usuallyhosen to �t the mass of a partiular hadron, after whih it is possible to generate a simplemass spetrum. A more sophistiated approah to mass spetrosopy would also involveorretions due to quantization, hyper�ne struture and spurious entre-of-mass motion.Suh a spetrum generated by DeGrand et. al. [DJJK75℄ reveals good agreement betweenthe MIT preditions and experiment for the low energy hadrons.
4.1.3 Conserved currents and the chiral problemThe MIT model is reasonably suessful as a phenomenologial model of hadron struture.It displays asymptoti freedom and on�nement and predits relatively aurately the lowenergy hadron mass spetrum as well as a number of other hadroni observables. It has,however, one hief failing - it does not respet hiral symmetry. To see this, let us examinethe onserved urrents of the MIT Lagrangian.Clearly LMIT is invariant under global phase transformations q ! exp(�i�)q, and as aresult the quark urrent j� = �q�q �V is onserved. The MIT Lagrangian for massless quarksalso respets isospin symmetry. If we onsider SU(2) avour, with the quark �eld q a twoomponent vetor for up and down quarks, then the isospin rotation assoiated with thevetor urrents is q ! exp(�i~� � ~�2 )q;�q ! �q exp(i~� � ~�2 ); (4.38)whih leaves LMITjm=0 invariant. The three onserved vetor urrents are~V � = �q�~�2 q �V : (4.39)However, when we onsider the hiral transformationq ! exp(�i~� � ~�2 5)q;�q ! �q exp(�i~� � ~�2 5); (4.40)we �nd that the surfae term, � 12 �qqÆS , breaks the hiral invariane, and hene the axialurrent, ~A� = �q�5~�2 q �V ; (4.41)



4.2 Chiral Bag Models 29is not onserved but instead has divergene given by�� ~A� = �i�q5~�2 q ÆS : (4.42)This hiral symmetry breaking is intrinsially linked to the on�nement mehanism of themodel. For a physial interpretation, �rst learly explained by Brown and Rho [BR79℄,imagine quarks reeted o� the on�ning bag surfae. Beause there is no spin ip toaompany this hange in diretion, the hirality of the quark swithes and hene the positiveand negative hirality setors are not independent.As we have seen in Chapter 3, the approximate hiral symmetry of QCD plays a veryimportant role in nulear physis so this violation is a serious issue. Fortunately all is notlost and in the next setion we will see how hiral symmetry an be restored to the MITmodel.4.2 Chiral Bag ModelsAfter the realization of the hiral symmetry breaking in the MIT Lagrangian many attemptswere made to restore hiral symmetry to the bag model. Our investigations into hiral sym-metry in Chapter 3 (and in partiular into the sigma model) provide a good idea of how onemight go about restoring hiral symmetry to the MIT bag. In plae of the symmetry violatingsurfae term we an introdue a pion �eld oupling to the quarks at the bag surfae in suha way that the resulting Lagrangian is invariant under a ombined hiral transformation ofthe quark and pion �elds. Not only does this solve the problem of hiral symmetry breakingbut the pion �eld also allows for hadron interation through pion exhange.The following hiral bag Lagrangian, a generalization of the non-linear sigma model, isthe end result of a great deal of work [CT75,BR79,Jaf,TTM80℄:LCBM = �i�q�=q �B��V � 12 �qei~� �~�5=f�q ÆS + 12(D�~�)2: (4.43)The ovariant derivative on the pion �eld ~� is given byD�~� = (���)�̂+ f� sin� �f� ����̂; (4.44)where �̂ is a unit vetor in the diretion of ~�. By onstrution, Eq. (4.43) is invariant underthe ombined hiral transformationsq ! q � i~� � ~�2 5q; (4.45)�q ! �q � i�q~� � ~�2 5; (4.46)~�! ~�+ ~�f� + f�(~�� �̂)h1� �f� ot� �f� �i; (4.47)



30 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modeland the resulting onserved axial-vetor urrent has the form~A� = �q�5~�2 q �V + hf��̂(���) + f2�2 ���̂ sin�2�f� �i: (4.48)If we introdue a pion mass term, � 12m2�~�2, to expliitly break hiral symmetry then ~A� willsatisfy the PCAC ondition [Tho84℄,�� ~A� = �f�m2�~�+O(�2): (4.49)
4.2.1 Linearizing the chiral LagrangianThe hiral Lagrangian of Eq. (4.43) has been the basis of a large amount of work (e.g.Refs. [TMT82, The82, TT83℄). The equations of motion orresponding to LCBM are highlynon-linear and very ompliated due to the non-linear pion-nuleon interation. The onlyfeasible way to deal with them is by a perturbative expansion in the pion �eld. If we assumethat the basi struture of the nuleon is desribed reasonably well by the MIT bag andthat the pion �eld only modi�es it perturbatively then we an expand LCBM in powers of ~�,solving the equations of motion to some order in the pion �eld.To lowest order we have just the bare MIT bag solution. Up to order �2 the linearizedLagrangian is, LCBM ' ��q(i�=�m)q �B��V � 12 �qqÆS � i2f� �q~� � ~�5qÆS+12(��~�)2 � 12m2�~� 2; (4.50)where we have inluded expliit symmetry-breaking quark and pion mass terms, m and m�respetively.We ould now �nd the linearized equations of motion and solve for the �rst order quarkand pion �elds. This is fairly straightforward so we will instead move on to disussing theHamiltonian formulation of the loudy bag model. In Chapter 6 we will examine the non-perturbative treatment of a similar hiral Lagrangian to LCBM, for whih we will �nd exatsolutions for the quark and pion �elds.4.3 The Hamiltonian Formulation of the CBMIn non-perturbative QCD, the e�etive degrees of freedom are olourless baryons and mesonsrather than quarks and gluons. To reet this fat, we would like to express the CBM in thespae of olourless baryon bags. As our main fous is the nuleon we will on�ne ourselvesto low energy, non-exoti baryons.The �rst order linearized CBM Lagrangian divides naturally into three parts,LCBM ' LMIT + L� + LI ; (4.51)



4.3 The Hamiltonian Formulation of the CBM 31where LMIT is the bare MIT Lagrangian of Eq. (4.20),L� = 12(��~�)2 � 12m2�~� 2 (4.52)desribes a free pion �eld and LI = � i2f� �q~� � ~�5q ÆS (4.53)is the interation term ditated by hiral symmetry. From this expression we derive theHamiltonian operator of the model in terms of the quark and pion �elds. This also dividesinto three parts: HCBM = ZV d3r T 00CBM = HMIT +H� +HI ; (4.54)where HMIT = Z d3r ��i�q~ � ~rq +B + 12 8Xa=1(E2a +B2a)	�(R� r); (4.55)H� = Z d3r �(�0~�)2 + (~r~�)2 +m2�~� 2	; (4.56)HI = Z d3r i2f� 3Xa=1 �qa~� � ~�5qaÆ(r �R): (4.57)We have also inluded in HMIT for the �rst time a simple approximation to the energy ofthe gluon �elds. This neglets gluon �eld antiommutation relations and the gluon-quarkinteration energy, whih are assumed to be already inluded in the energy density B.Fourier expanding and then quantizing the pion �eld gives�j(~x) = 1(2�)3=2 Z d3kp2!k �akei~k�~x + ayke�i~k�~x� (4.58)where !k =qm2� + ~k2 and the operators ayk and ak reate or destroy a pion with momentum~k and isospin j (k = ~k; j). They obey the usual ommutation relations,[a~kj; a~k0j0 ℄ = [ay~kj; ay~k0j0 ℄ = 0; (4.59)[a~kj ; ay~k0j0 ℄ = Æjj0 Æ(3)(~k � ~k0): (4.60)After normal ordering, the free pion Hamiltonian beomesH� = 3Xj=1 Z d3k !kaykak: (4.61)The MIT Hamiltonian an be writtenHMIT =XA Ay0M (0)A A0; (4.62)



32 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelwhere Ay0 reates a bare bag state jA0i of massM (0)A = hA0jHMITjA0i= 3Xa=1 �aR + 4�R33 B +Egluon; (4.63)and the sum is over all non-exoti baryons A.The interation Hamiltonian, without whih the CBM would just desribe a bare MITbag and a free pion �eld, an now be written in the formHI = i2f� XA;B Z d3r 
B0�� 3Xa=1 �qa~� � ~�5qa��A0�By0A0 Æ(r �R) (4.64)= (2�)�3=2XA;BXj Z d3knBy0A0akvBA~kj +Ay0B0aykvBA~kj yo; (4.65)where the hadron-pion oupling is desribed by the general vertex funtion vBA~kj , de�ned asvBA~kj = i2f� 1p2!k Z d3r ei~k�~rÆ(r �R)
B0�� 3Xa=1 �qa(~r)�j5qa(~r)��A0�: (4.66)In the simplest ase of the NN 0� oupling, by substituting in the MIT quark wavefuntionEq. (4.31) and integrating, it is straightforward to show that the vertex funtion governingthis interation is given byvNN 0~kj = i2f� 1p2!k 
0
0 � 1 j1(kR)kR s-f
N �� 3Xa=1 �aj ~�a � ~k��N 0�s-f; (4.67)where jNis-f is the 3-quark spin-avour wavefuntions for the nuleon N. Expanding jNis-fand using the MIT result for the axial oupling onstant, gBagA = 59 
0
0�1 , this then beomesvNN 0~kj = ip2!k gBagA2f� u(k)hN j�j ~� � ~kjN 0i; (4.68)where jNi are elementary nuleon spinor-isospinors and we have de�ned the form fatoru(k) = 3j1(kR)kR : (4.69)This vertex funtion an also be written in terms of the bare NN� oupling onstant, fNN0 :vNN 0~kj = i(2!k)�1=2�fNN0m� �u(k)hN j�j ~� � ~kjN 0i: (4.70)The general AB� vertex funtion has the following form [The82℄:vAB~kj = i(2!k)�1=2�fAB0m� �u(k)CsBmsASB1SA (ŝ�m � ~k)CtBn tATB1TA(t̂�n � êj); (4.71)where SB, sB, TB and tB are the spin and isospin quantum numbers of the baryon B and ŝmand t̂n are unit vetors in a spherial basis. Th�eberge and Thomas [TT83℄ have alulatedthe bare oupling onstants fAB0 for transitions between all members of the nuleon otet.



4.4 The Physical Nucleon 33
4.3.1 Perturbation theoryMatrix elements in the CBM are alulated using perturbation theory. The CBM Hamilto-nian an be split into two parts: H0 = HMIT + H�, whih desribes a bare bag and a freepion �eld; and HI, whih governs interations between the two. It is important to distinguishbetween the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian and those of H0.If we only onsider non-strange baryons then the lowest energy eigenstates of HCBM arethe nuleon and delta, HCBMjNi = MN jNi; (4.72)HCBMj�i = M�j�i: (4.73)There are also sattering solutions,HCBM��N;�j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn(~kn)�� = �MN + nXi=1 !ki���N;�j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn(~kn)��; (4.74)whih at t = �1 onsist of a physial nuleon (or delta) and n free pions. The eigenstatesof H0 are the bare nuleon and delta bag states with n free pions:H0��N0; �j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn(~kn)� = �M (0)N + nXi=1 !ki���N0; �j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn(~kn)�; (4.75)H0���0; �j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn(~kn)� = �M (0)� + nXi=1 !ki����0; �j1(~k1); ::: ; �jn (~kn)�; (4.76)whih are obtained by applying the pion reation operator ayk to the bare bag state n times.By expanding eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian in terms of the eigenstates of H0 wean express matrix elements of physial baryon states in terms of bare bags and free pions.In the next setion we will look at how the physial nuleon state jNi an be interpreted inthis way. When performing suh perturbative alulations it is usual to assume that there isnever more than one pion \in the air" at one, hene limiting the order of perturbation in ~�.4.4 The Physial NuleonIn this setion we will examine the struture of the physial nuleon in the CBM in terms ofbare baryon bags and free pion states and alulate the �rst order pioni orretions to thenuleon mass and the bare bag probability. Although our fous is the nuleon, all aspets ofthis setion generalize to other physial baryon states.
4.4.1 The physical nucleonFrom the form of the CBM Hamiltonian we see that a physial nuleon onsists of a barequark bag dressed by a loud of pions, whih ouple to the quarks at the bag surfae. There



34 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelis some probability, ZN , for it to be a bare nuleon and some probability it will also inludea number of pions.We an expand the physial nuleon state jNi on the basis of eigenstates of H0 suh that��N� =pZN (EN )��N0�+���N�; (4.77)where � = 1� XA0=N0;�0��A0�
A0�� (4.78)projets onto the spae of states with at least one pion and EN is the nuleon energy (withEN =MN for a free nuleon). The ommutator [�;H0℄ = 0 so we an write the dressed partof Eq. (4.77) as ���N� = (EN �H0)�1� (EN �H0)��N�= G0(EN )�HI��N�; (4.79)where the bare bag propagator G0 is de�ned asG0(E) = (E �H0)�1: (4.80)Eq. (4.77) then beomes ��N� =pZN (EN )��N0�+G0(EN )�HI��N�: (4.81)Substituting this equation into itself iteratively produes the following expression for thephysial nuleon state,��N� =pZN (EN )�1 +G0(EN )�HI +G0(EN )�HIG0(EN )�HI + : : : ���N0�; (4.82)whih is equivalent to��N� =pZN (EN )�1 + (EN �H0 � �HI�)�1HI���N0�: (4.83)To gain more physial insight, we an write the �rst ouple of terms of Eq. (4.82) in dia-grammati form, using the graphi notation of Ref. [The82℄. Apart from the overall fator ofpZN , they are shown in Fig. 4.1, where the unspei�ed baryon lines represent either nuleonsor deltas.
N N N N N

+ + + + + . . .Figure 4.1: The expansion of the physial nuleon in terms of bare baryon states (full lines)and free pions (dotted lines) in the CBM. The unlabeled baryons are either nuleons or deltas.



4.4 The Physical Nucleon 35
4.4.2 Nucleon self-energyWith the inlusion of the interation Hamiltonian HI , the physial nuleon mass MN is aombination of the bare bag energy,M (0)N , of Eq. (4.36) and pion-nuleon interation energies.The nuleon self-energy �N is de�ned as the di�erene between the physial and bare nuleonmasses: �N (MN) = MN �M (0)N (4.84)= 1pZN (MN)
N0��H �H0��N�: (4.85)If we replae jNi by its expansion in terms of bare baryon and pion states then this beomes�N (MN) = 
N0��HI�1 +G0(E)�HI +G0(E)�HIG0(E)�HI + : : :���N0���E=MN (4.86)= 
N0��HI(E �H0 � �HI�)�1HI��N0���E=MN : (4.87)The �rst two diagrams in this expansion, in whih the nuleon emits and then reabsorbs apion, temporarily hanging to either another nuleon or a delta are shown in Fig. 4.2. We

N NN’

π

N ∆ N

π

∑N  = + + . . .Figure 4.2: The �rst two ontributions to nuleon self energy in the CBM.an �nd expliit expressions for the energy shifts due to these two diagrams, labeled ÆMNNand ÆMN� respetively: ÆMNN = Z d3k(2�)3 Xj;j0;t vNN 0~kj vNN 0~kj y(MN �M (0)N � !k) ; (4.88)ÆMN� = Z d3k(2�)3 Xj;j0;t vN�~kj vN�~kj y(MN �M (0)� � !k) ; (4.89)where j0 and t are the spin and isospin indies of the intermediate nuleon or delta state.Substituting the expliit expressions for the vertex funtions then gives,ÆMNN = Xj Z d3k(2�)3 12!k g2A4f2� u(k)2(MN �M (0)N � !k)Xj0;t hN j�j ~� � ~kjN 0i2; (4.90)ÆMN� = Xj Z d3k(2�)3 12!k g2A4f2� u(k)2(MN �M (0)� � !k)Xj0;t hN jTj ~S � ~kj�i2: (4.91)When the transition matrix elements are alulated and the angular integrals performed weare left with the following orretions to the physial nuleon mass:MN 'M (0)N + ÆMNN + ÆMN� (4.92)



36 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelfor ÆMNN = � 3g2A16�2f� Z 10 dk k4u(k)2!k(!k +M (0)N �MN) ; (4.93)ÆMN� = �3225 3g2A16�2f� Z 10 dk k4u(k)2!k(!k +M (0)� �MN) : (4.94)For a nuleon bag of radius R=1 fm these terms give a sizable orretion of approximately�150MeV to the nuleon mass [TW01℄.
4.4.3 The bare bag probabilityThe perturbative treatment of the CBM is based on the assumption that the pion �eld issmall - i.e., the bare bag probability ZN should be large. It is important that we shouldhek to see just how orret this assumption is.We an �nd an expression for ZN (EN) by normalizing the physial nuleon state jNi tounity. From Eq. (4.83),
N �� N� = ZN (EN)n
N0 �� N0�+ 
N0��(EN �H0 � �HI�)�1HI��N0�+
N0��HI(EN �H0 � �HI�)�1��N0�+ 
N0��HI(EN �H0 � �HI�)�2HI��N0�o= ZN (EN)n
N0 �� N0�+ 
N0��HI(EN �H0 � �HI�)�2HI��N0�o; (4.95)where the projetion operators � in the seond and third terms at on the bare nuleon stateand ause them to vanish. Setting hN jNi = 1 givesZN (EN) = h1 + 
N0��HI(EN �H0 � �HI�)�2HI��N0�i�1= h1� ��E 
N0��HI(E �H0 � �HI�)�1HI��N0�i�1E=EN= h1� ��E�N (E)i�1E=EN : (4.96)The last step here uses the expression for the nuleon self energy, �N (E), from Eq. (4.87).Substituting the �rst order result Eq. (4.93) from the previous setion we �ndZN (EN) = �1+ 3g2A16�2f��Z 10 dk k4u(k)2!k(EN �M (0)N � !k)2 + 3225 Z 10 dk k4u(k)2!k(EN �M (0)� � !k)2���1:(4.97)In a alulation of the renormalized bare bag probability, Th�eberge [The82℄ found thatZN � 0:6 for bags with a radius larger than 0:8 fm. For suh radii the CBM perturbativeexpansion is onsistent but below 0:8 fm the pion �eld an not really be onsidered small.Fortunately it is found [TMT82℄ that the best agreement with experiment ours in theregion R between 0.8 and 1 fm.



4.5 Electromagnetism in the CBM 374.5 Eletromagnetism in the CBMTo alulate the Sahs form fators of the nuleon we need to inlude eletromagneti in-terations in the CBM. The photon �eld A�(x) is introdued to the CBM Lagrangian bythe usual loal phase invariane requirement. Using the priniple of minimal oupling, theLagrangian beomesLemCBM = h 3Xa=1 �qa(i�=+ ea 6A�mq)qa �Bi�(R� r)� 12 3Xa=1 �qaqaÆ(r �R)� i2f� 3Xa=1 �qa~� � ~� qaÆ(r �R) + 12(���3)2 � 12m2��23+�(�� + ieA�)'y��(�� � ieA�)'��m2�'y'� 14F��F �� ; (4.98)where we have rede�ned the pion �eld so that'(x) � 1p2��1(x) + i�2(x)� (4.99)reates a positively harged pion and 'y a negative pion. The third isospin omponent, �3,has no harge, while the quark harges ea are +2e=3 for an up quark and �e=3 for a down.This Lagrangian is invariant under the ombined loal gauge transformationqa(x) ! qa(x)� i�(x)eaqa(x); (4.100)'(x) ! '(x)� i�(x)e'(x); (4.101)A�(x) ! A�(x)� 1e���(x): (4.102)The onserved eletromagneti urrent isj�(x) = j�Q(x) + j�� (x); (4.103)where we separate the quark and pion urrentsj�Q(x) = 3Xa=1 ea�qa(x)�qa(x)�(R� r); (4.104)j�� (x) = ie('y(��')� '(��'y)): (4.105)Replaing ~�(x) by the quantized pion �eld and qa(x) by the MIT solution we �nd the followingexpressions for the pion urrent,j�� (~r) = �ie2 Xjj0 �jj03 Z d3k d3k0(2�)3 k�p!k!k0 (a�~k0j0 + ay~k0j0)(a~kj � g��ay�~kj)ei(~k�~k0)�~r; (4.106)



38 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modeland quark urrent, j0Q(~r) = N2 3Xa=1 ea�j20(
rR ) + j21(
rR )��(R� r); (4.107)~jQ(~r) = N2 3Xa=1 ea 2j0(
rR )j1(
rR )�ya(~� � r̂)�a: (4.108)To �nd the nuleon Sahs form fators we need the matrix elements of these urrentswith the physial nuleon state jNi:j�NQ(~r) = hN jj�Q(~r)jNi; (4.109)j�N�(~r) = hN jj�� (~r)jNi: (4.110)Reall the expressions of Chapter 2 for GE and GM ,GNE (Q2) = Z d3x j0N (~x)ei~q�~x; (4.111)GNM(Q2) = �i 12~q 2 hN j~� � ~q jNiZ d3x~jN(~x)ei~q�~x: (4.112)Taking the one-pion approximation, there are three di�erent ontributions to the urrentmatrix element (and hene the form fators), shown diagrammatially in Fig. 4.3. The �rst
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Figure 4.3: The three types of ontribution to eletromagneti urrent matrix element inthe CBM (using the one pion approximation). Intermediate baryons B and C an be eithernuleons or deltas.diagram, (a), is the bare bag quark urrent, given byj0N(b)(~r) = N2CNhj20(
rR ) + j21(
rR )i�(R� r); (4.113)~jN(b)(~r) = N2 2j0(
rR )j1(
rR ) s-f
N0�� 3Xa=1 ea(~� � r̂)��N0�s-f; (4.114)where CN is the total harge of the nuleon. Substituting into Eq.s (4.111) and (4.112), theontribution to the form fators is given byG(b)E (Q2) = eN2 ZV d3rhj20(
rR ) + j21(
rR )iei~q�~r 10 ! ; (4.115)G(b)M (Q2) = 2MNN2 ZV d3r j1(qr)q 2r j0(
rR )j1(
rR ) 1�2=3 ! �N ; (4.116)



4.5 Electromagnetism in the CBM 39where the upper and lower oeÆients refer to the proton and neutron respetively.Diagram (b), in whih a pion is emitted and ouples with a photon before being re-absorbed, is the pion urrent j�N�. Thomas and Th�eberge [TT83℄ have alulated this tobe j0N�(~r) = e3XB 4��fNB�m� �2tN (B)�Z d3k d3k0(2�)6 u(k)u(k0)~k � ~k0ei(~k�~k0)�~r(!k + !k0)(!BN + !k)(!BN + !k0) hN j�3jNi; (4.117)~jN�(~r) = ie3 XB 4��fNB�m� �2tN (B)sN (B)�Z d3k d3k0(2�)6 ~k(!BN + !k + !k0)u(k)u(k0)~k � ~� � (~k0 � ~k)ei(~k�~k0)�~r!k!k0(!k + !k0)(!BN + !k)(!BN + !k0) hN j�3jNi;(4.118)where !BN =MB�MN and fNB� is the renormalized �NB oupling onstant. The transitionfuntions tN (B) and sN (B) have been de�ned astN (B) = (2=3 if B = N 0;�1=3 if B = �; (4.119)and sN (B) = (1 if B = N 0;�1=2 if B = �: (4.120)Calulating expliitly the individual ontributions to GNE and GNM for the two possible inter-mediate baryons (N and �) as in Ref. [LTW98℄, givesG(�N)E (Q2) = 136�3 4��fNN�m� �2 Z d3k u(k)u(k0)~k � ~k0!k!k0(!k + !k0)hN j�3jNi; (4.121)G(��)E (Q2) = � 172�3 4��fN��m� �2 Z d3k u(k)u(k0)~k � ~k0(!�N + !k)(!�N + !k0)(!k + !k0) hN j�3jNi; (4.122)G(�N)M (Q2) = 2MN72�3 4��fNN�m� �2 Z d3ku(k)u(k0)(q̂ � ~k)2(!k!k0)2 hN j�3jNi; (4.123)G(��)M (Q2) = � 2MN288�3 4��fN��m� �2 Z d3k (!�N + !k + !k0)u(k)u(k0)(q̂ � ~k)2(!�N + !k)(!�N + !k0)(!k!k0)(!k + !k0) hN j�3jNi;(4.124)where ~k0 = ~k + ~q.The last diagram in Fig. 4.3, where the quark-pion oupling ours inside a pion loop, ismore diÆult to alulate beause the intermediate BC vertex an not be in the Breit frame.Lu et. al. [LTW98℄ have alulated the orresponding ontributions to the eletromagneti



40 4. Phenomenological Models and the Cloudy Bag Modelform fators and we simply present their results. Combined with the bare bag ontributions,the total quark ontributions to GNE and GNM are given by the following expressions:G(Q)E (Q2) = ZNG(b)E (Q2) 10 ! +ENN (Q2) 1=32=3 ! +E��(Q2) 4=3�1=3 !;(4.125)G(Q)M (Q2) = �ZNG(b)M (Q2) 1�2=3 ! +MNN (Q2) 1=27�4=27 !+M��(Q2) 20=27�5=27 ! +M�N (Q2) 16p2=27�16p2=27 ! ��N ; (4.126)where again the upper and lower oeÆients refer to the proton and neutron respetively.Here G(b)E and G(b)M are the bare bag ontributions of Eqs. (4.115) and (4.116), and EBC andMBC are de�ned asEBC(Q2) = fNB�fNC�12�2m2� Z 10 dk k4u2(k)(!BN + !k)(!CN + !k)!kG(b)E (Q2); (4.127)MBC(Q2) = fNB�fNC�12�2m2� Z 10 dk k4u2(k)(!BN + !k)(!CN + !k)!kG(b)M (Q2): (4.128)Lu et. al. have also alulated entre-of-mass and reoil orretions but for the sake of sim-pliity we will ignore them.



5Extrapolation of Nuleon EletromagnetiForm Fators from Lattie QCDLattie QCD is so far the only rigorous method for solving non-perturbative QCD. However,omputational limitations mean that lattie simulations must be performed at quark massesgenerally a fator of 5-10 times higher than their physial values and frequently in quenhedapproximation. Although advanes in lattie tehniques and improvements in omputerpower will gradually bring this value down, it will still be many years before we get loseto the physial quark mass. So for the foreseeable future, to ompare the results of lattiesimulations with experiment, it is neessary to make an extrapolation as a funtion of quarkmass to the physial region. For this reason, a large amount of e�ort has been foused onhow to make suh extrapolations by inorporating the knowledge of the low energy behaviourof QCD provided by hiral perturbation theory. By studying the mq dependene of QCD wean also ahieve a greater insight into the workings of the theory.In Chapter 3 we saw how �PT an reprodue the low energy, low quark mass behaviour ofQCD. Hadroni observables are expressed in terms of an expansion in energy and momentumwhih will desribe the mq dependene of the observable near the hiral limit. Of partiularimportane are the ontributions from Goldstone boson loops whih result from the sponta-neous breaking of hiral symmetry. These loops have the unique property that they give riseto terms whih are not analyti in mq, making an extrapolation in mq a non-trivial proe-dure. However, the radius of onvergene of �PT is rather small, and experiene with nuleonproperties as a funtion of quark mass has suggested that as a onsequene of the �nite sizeof the soure of the pion �eld hiral loops are strongly suppressed for m� > 0:4GeV. Inthe region urrently aessible in lattie simulations, hadroni observables appear as slowlyvarying funtions of mq. Extrapolations must ombine the orret non-analyti hiral termswith this slow-varying large mass behaviour.A reent extrapolation of the nuleon mass performed at CSSM [YLTW02℄ uses theoeÆients of analyti terms in the hiral expansion as �tting parameters whilst the non-analyti terms are alulated exatly in �PT. To suppress the non-analyti terms at largemq, a �nite range regulator with momentum ut-o� � is employed. In the ase of thenuleon mass, where there is extremely aurate data in full QCD from the CP-PACS ol-laboration [AK+02℄, the model independene of this extrapolation proedure an be formallydemonstrated [LTTW00,YLT03,LTY04℄.Until reently the absene of data has meant that e�orts at hiral extrapolation of formfators has been foused on baryon magneti moments [LLT99,HJLT00b,HW02℄ and hargeradii [HJLT00a,DTW02℄. Now we an apply similar tehniques to an extrapolation of reentdata from the QCDSF ollaboration for the nuleon eletromagneti form fators alulated



42 5. Extrapolation of Nucleon Electromagnetic Form Factors from Lattice QCDin QQCD. Drawing on the earlier phenomenologial experiene with hiral extrapolations ofthe magneti moments and harge radii, we onstrut simple phenomenologial funtionalforms whih build in the orret non-analyti behaviour as well as the appropriate large mqbehaviour. We parameterize separately the isovetor and isosalar lattie data, at a givenpion mass, as a dipole and then extrapolate the dipole mass as a funtion of m2�.This is a relatively simple approah due to the limitation of auray of the present data.But as we shall see, it already produes quite impressive results.5.1 ExtrapolationsIt is well known [TW01℄ that the Q2-dependene of the nuleon Sahs eletromagneti formfators (with the exeption of the neutron eletri form fator GnE) are reasonably well de-sribed by a dipole form G(Q2) = G(0)(1 +Q2=�2)2 : (5.1)Here � is the dipole mass and the harge form fator of the proton satis�es GpE(0) = 1, whileGpM(0) = �p and GnM(0) = �n are the proton or neutron magneti moments. We will use thisphenomenologial fat to onstrut a simple but e�etive extrapolation formula.To isolate the hiral behaviours of the form fators we rearrange them into isovetor andisosalar ombinations, Gv = Gp �Gn (5.2)and Gs = Gp +Gn; (5.3)respetively. These also display a dipole-like Q2-dependene but with di�erent dipole massesand magneti moments.To extrapolate lattie QCD results for the eletromagneti form fators from the largepion masses at whih they are alulated bak to the physial regime, we extrat dipolemasses and magneti moments from the lattie data and then extrapolate these as a funtionof m�.Following Refs. [HJLT00b, LTTW00℄, one an use a Pad�e approximant whih builds inboth the orret hiral non-analyti behaviour as m� ! 0 and the orret asymptoti be-haviour as mq !1 to extrapolate the neutron and proton magneti moments:�i(m�) = �01� �i�0m� + m2� : (5.4)The hiral oeÆients for the isovetor and isosalar moments are �v = �8:82 and �s = 0respetively and �0 and  are �tting parameters, to be determined by the lattie data.In order to build a suitable extrapolating funtion for the Q2-dependene of the formfators, we use the onnetion between the mass parameter in a dipole form fator and theorresponding mean-square radius. For the isovetor magneti form fator the mean squareradius is hr2ivM = � 6GvM(0) dGvMdQ2 ��Q2=0 (5.5)



5.1 Extrapolations 43Comparing this to the dipole of Eq. (5.1), we �nd an expression relating the dipole massto hr2ivM , (�vM)2 = 12hr2ivM : (5.6)The hiral behaviour of the magneti mean squared radius is known from hiral perturbationtheory [BKM95℄, hr2ivM � �1m� + �2 ln(m�� ): (5.7)The onstants �1 and �2 are given by�1 = g2AMN8�f2��v ; (5.8)�2 = �5g2A + 18�2f2� ; (5.9)where gA = 1:27 is the axial oupling onstant, f� = 93MeV is the pion deay onstant,MN = 940MeV is the nuleon mass and �v � 4:2 is the isovetor anomalous magnetimoment of the nuleon (in the hiral limit).However, we expet these hiral loops to be strongly suppressed for m� > 0:4GeV. So inorder to build an e�etive hiral extrapolation formula we need to modify the non-analytiterms given above so that they are suppressed above this mass. For guidane as to anappropriate parameterization of this suppression we evaluate the pion loops that give riseto the non-analyti hiral terms using the loudy bag model equations of Setion 4.5 (seeAppendix A). The results lead us to replae Eq. (5.7) with the expressionhr2ivM � �1m� 2� artan(�=m�) + �22 ln( m2�m2� + �2 ); (5.10)whih ensures the orret hiral behaviour at low-m� but suppresses it at values larger than�. Substituting this funtional form into Eq. (5.6) and introduing a linear dependene onm2� to give the expeted behaviour of the orresponding radius at large quark mass, we �ndthe following expression for the isovetor magneti form fator,(�vM)2 = 12(1 +A1m2�)A0 + �1m� 2� artan(�=m�) + �22 ln� m2�m2�+�2� : (5.11)Here A0 and A1 are unknown parameters, adjusted to �t the lattie data.We an perform a similar analysis to �nd an expression for the isovetor eletri formfator dipole mass �vE, ombining the non-analyti hiral behaviour predited by �PT at lowm2� with the slowly varying behaviour observed in lattie QCD at large masses. Using theequivalent of Eq. (5.5) for the eletri form fator, we an relate the dipole mass to the meanharge radius by (�vE)2 = 12hr2ivE : (5.12)



44 5. Extrapolation of Nucleon Electromagnetic Form Factors from Lattice QCDThe hiral behaviour of the isovetor mean harge radius is like that of the magneti radiusbut with no 1=m� term [BKM95℄, hr2ivE � �2 ln(m�� ) (5.13)Combining this hiral behavior with a linear dependene on m2� produes the following pre-dited form for the isovetor eletri form fator dipole mass,(�vE)2 = 12(1 +B1m2�)B0 + �22 ln( m2�m2�+�2 ) ; (5.14)where B0 and B1 are general �tting parameters.Having isolated the hiral non-analyti behaviour in the isovetor form fators, we expetthe isosalar dipole masses to be roughly linear in m2� - as is observed in CBM results.To test these forms for the dipole masses as a funtion ofm� we �t them to data generatedusing the CBM equations of Setion 4.5, �nding that they are able to reprodue the CBMpreditions very well.5.2 ResultsThe QCDSF Collaboration [G+03℄ has reently reported QQCD results for the isovetorand isosalar nuleon eletromagneti form fators alulated at di�erent Q2 values and pionmasses and for three di�erent lattie spaings (� = 6:0, 6:2 and 6:4). Using this data, withthe sale set using the Sommer method (r0 = 0:5fm [GSW98℄), we plot the form fators GvM ,GsM , GvE and GsE, alulated on the lattie as a funtion of Q2, at eah pion mass and lattiespaing and �t eah graph with a dipole form, �nding a best-�t dipole mass and magnetimoment. Plots of these best-�t dipole masses and magneti moments against m2� for thelattie spaing a = 0:051 fm are shown in Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.The eletri and magneti isovetor dipole masses are �tted with funtions of the formEq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.14), respetively. The sale � = 0:41GeV was hosen to give the bestsimultaneous �t to the lattie data for both the eletri and magneti isovetor form fatorsat all three lattie spaings. We observe that the urves �t the data well and predit physialresults signi�antly di�erent from those obtained by a naive linear extrapolation. In bothases, the form of the �tting funtions greatly restrits the physial value, resulting in a smallerror. Finally, we note that the eletri and magneti isosalar dipole mass plots are �ttedwith linear funtions in m2� beause of the absene of any leading non-analyti behaviour inthis ase.The magneti moment plots are extrapolated using the Pad�e approximant, Eq. (5.4). Theresulting errors in the physial magneti moments dominate over errors in the dipole massand are the main soure of error in our results for the physial magneti form fators. Similar�ts were produed for lattie results at lattie spaings a = 0:068 fm and a = 0:093 fm.Using the extrapolated physial values for the dipole masses and magneti moments, wereonstrut the eletri and magneti form fators for the proton and neutron as a sum of
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Figure 5.1: Fit to values of the isovetor eletri form fator dipole mass extrated fromlattie data with lattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �t is alsoindiated.two dipoles in Q2. Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show the eletri and magneti form fatorsfor the proton and neutron extrapolated from that lattie data at eah of the three lattiespaings (a = 0:093 fm, a = 0:068 fm and a = 0:051 fm) ompared to experimental data fromRefs. [X+00, Z+01, KMS℄. To illustrate the e�et of the extrapolation, Figs. 5.11 and 5.12show the lattie data for the proton magneti and eletri form fators for a = 0:051 fm alongwith the sum of the best-�t dipoles for the isovetor and isosalar form fators at eah pionmass and the extrapolated physial form fator.Exept for the ase of the neutron eletri form fator, our extrapolated urves maththe experimental points surprisingly well, partiularly for GpE and GpM . Although our urvefor GnE is almost twie as big as the experimental values, it does desribe the orret shapebut peaks at a value of Q2 whih is slightly too high. We note that GnE arries the largesterror as it is the result of a anellation between GsE and GvE.5.3 DisussionThe level of agreement between the empirialQ2 dependene of the proton eletri form fatorand the proton and neutron magneti form fators is impressive. This is quite remarkablewhen one onsiders that the data is based on quenhed approximation with unimprovedWilson quarks and is extrapolated from a light quark mass a fator of twenty above thephysial mass. This is only possible beause of the remarkable fat that pion loops are
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Figure 5.2: Fit to values of the isovetor magneti form fator dipole mass extrated fromlattie data with lattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �t is alsoindiated.suppressed by �nite size e�ets one the pion Compton wavelength is smaller than the sizeof the soure - empirially, m� > 0:4GeV. The extrapolation of data has, of ourse, beenperformed using hiral oeÆients appropriate to full QCD.One of the main open questions in the analysis onerns the neutron eletri form fator,whih will always be a hallenge given that it vanishes at Q2 = 0 - as a result of theanellation between the isosalar and isovetor ontributions. In addition, we observe thatthere appears to be some residual �-dependene in the value of the nuleon magneti momentsand this is the major ambiguity in the urrent reonstrution of the proton and neutronmagneti form fators. It is enouraging that the results for � = 6:4, orresponding tothe smallest lattie spaing, are in the best agreement with the experimental data. Futurelattie simulations will undoubtedly larify this issue and also give us data at lower valuesof the quark mass. It would also be valuable to have full QCD simulations (rather thanQQCD) to ensure that there is no unantiipated systemati di�erene. Most importantly, asthe auray of the data and the range of Q2 overed inreases, we an extend the presentanalysis by employing more ompliated �tting funtions whih should allow us to test thebehaviour of properties suh as GE=GM against experiment.
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Figure 5.3: Linear �t to values of the isosalar eletri form fator dipole mass extratedfrom lattie data with lattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �tis also indiated.

Figure 5.4: Linear �t to values of the isosalar magneti form fator dipole mass extratedfrom lattie data with lattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �tis also indiated.
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Figure 5.5: Fit to values of the isovetor magneti moment extrated from lattie data withlattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �t is also indiated.

Figure 5.6: Fit to values of the isosalar magneti moment extrated from lattie data withlattie spaing a = 0:051 fm. The physial value predited by the �t is also indiated.
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Figure 5.7: The magneti form fator for the proton extrapolated from lattie data withlattie spaings a = 0:093 fm (single line), a = 0:068 fm (double line) and a = 0:051 fm(dotted line) and ompared to experimental results.

Figure 5.8: The magneti form fator for the neutron extrapolated from lattie data withlattie spaings a = 0:093 fm (single line), a = 0:068 fm (double line) and a = 0:051 fm(dotted line) and ompared to experimental results.
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Figure 5.9: The eletri form fator for the proton extrapolated from lattie data with lattiespaings a = 0:093 fm (single line), a = 0:068 fm (double line) and a = 0:051 fm (dotted line)and ompared to experimental results.

Figure 5.10: The eletri form fator for the neutron extrapolated from lattie data withlattie spaings a = 0:093 fm (single line), a = 0:068 fm (double line) and a = 0:051 fm(dotted line) ompared to experimental results.
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Figure 5.11: The QCDSF lattie data for the proton magneti form fator at lattie spainga = 0:051 fm and pion masses m� = 1:24GeV (open triangle), 1:09GeV (�lled triangle),925MeV (open irle) and 744MeV (�lled irle). For eah pion mass the sum of the best-�tdipoles for the isovetor and isosalar form fators is shown by a dashed line. The shadedregion shows the upper and lower bounds of the extrapolated physial form fator.
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Figure 5.12: The QCDSF lattie data for the proton eletri form fator at lattie spainga = 0:051 fm and pion masses m� = 1:24GeV (open triangle), 1:09GeV (�lled triangle),925MeV (open irle), 744MeV (�lled irle) and 580MeV (open star). For eah pion massthe sum of the best-�t dipoles for the isovetor and isosalar form fators is shown by a dashedline. The shaded region shows the upper and lower bounds of the extrapolated physial formfator.



6Volume Dependene in the Hedgehog ModelUp to this point we have foused on the role of the quark mass in lattie QCD simulationsbut there are also e�ets due to the �nite lattie volume whih must be onsidered.In lattie simulations the quark and gluon �elds are plaed onto a four-dimensional spae-time grid, at the edge of whih boundary onditions are applied (periodi for boson �eldsand antiperiodi for fermions). Ideally this grid should be muh larger than the regionof interest so that all �eld variations vanish before reahing the boundary. Unfortunately,omputing limitations mean that a typial spatial extent of lattie volumes is around (2 fm)3.For alulations of baryoni observables the volume often does not extend very far beyondthe edge of the partile. The e�et of the small volume size in suh simulations must beunderstood if the results are to be properly interpreted.Reently there has been a lot of interest [Jaf02,Coh02,BS04℄ in �nite volume e�ets to theaxial oupling onstant gA. Attempts to alulate gA in lattie QCD have produed resultswell below the physial value [FKOU95,G+96℄, leading to suggestions that this may be theresults of large �nite volume e�ets [SBOO02,SOOB03℄.It has been shown by Ja�e [Jaf02℄ that as the hiral limit is approahed the nuleon axialurrent matrix elements beome deloalized, with one third of the urrent at a distane of1=m� or greater. For small enough volumes, it was suggested that this ontribution to theaxial harge ould be missed out entirely, resulting in a muh smaller value for gA. However,shortly after this Cohen [Coh02℄ showed that in a �nite volume with standard boundaryonditions this e�et does not lead to a large redution in gA. But as he points out, this doesnot prelude large �nite volume e�ets from other auses.In this hapter we will use a simple phenomenologial bag model to examine the volumedependene of the axial oupling onstant. The hedgehog is a lassial solution for a hiralbag Lagrangian, �rst suggested by Chodos and Thorn as an early attempt to restore hiralsymmetry to the MIT bag model. Following the method presented in their paper [CT75℄we will �nd exat solutions to an extension of their original Lagrangian on a �nite spherialvolume. By varying the size of the volume and the pion and quark masses we will thenexamine the volume dependene of the axial oupling onstant as well as the behaviour ofthe hedgehog mass. Our results for gA reveal large �nite volume e�ets for pion massesm� < 400MeV.6.1 Another Chiral Bag ModelOne of the earliest attempts to restore hiral symmetry to the MIT bag model was made in1975 by Chodos and Thorn. Their solution, a preursor to the CBM, was a straight forward



54 6. Volume Dependence in the Hedgehog Modelgeneralization of the linear sigma model, with pion and sigma �elds oupling linearly tothe on�ned quarks at the bag boundary. As well as presenting a perturbative solution inthe pion �eld (as in the CBM), Chodos and Thorn attempted to �nd an exat solution tothe resulting equations of motion. The only ase where this was feasible was for a highlyidealized baryon alled the \hedgehog", in whih the 3 on�ned quarks all inhabit the samemixed spin-avour singlet, and whih hene is not an eigenstate of either isospin or angularmomentum. As a result, the hedgehog solution does not orrespond to any physial partile.Despite this fat, the hedgehog approximation does provide a simple lassial solution withwhih we an then study a number of phenomena with relative ease.
6.1.1 A chiral LagrangianChodos and Thorn suggest the following hirally invariant Lagrangian density based on theMIT bag model Lagrangian:LCT = [ � i�= �B℄�V � � � (� + i~� � ~�5) ÆS + 12(���)(���) + 12(��~�) � (��~�); (6.1)where  , ~� and � are the quark, pion and sigma �elds, respetively, and � is a Lagrangemultiplier whih turns out to be 12(�2 + �2)�1=2. This is invariant under the in�nitesimalhiral transformation  ! (1� i~� � ~�25) ; (6.2)� ! � � ~� � ~�; (6.3)~� ! ~� + �~�; (6.4)and hene the axial urrent,~A� = 12 � ~�5� �V + (���)~� � �(��~�); (6.5)is onserved.To this Lagrangian we will also add expliit hiral symmetry breaking quark and pionmass terms. To generate a pion mass we ould follow the method of the linear sigma model,spontaneously breaking hiral symmetry and then tipping the Mexian hat potential, gener-ating masses for both the ~� and � �elds. However, this proess leads to some very omplexequations of motion for the pion and sigma �elds, destroying the simpliity of Chodos andThorn's lassial solution. For this reason we will simply inlude the pion mass by hand,leaving the � �eld massless. The quark mass term must also be added by hand. The resultingLagrangian is L = [ � (i�=�mq) �B℄�V � � � (� + i~� � ~�5) ÆS+12(���)(���) + 12(��~�) � (��~�)� 12m2�~� � ~�: (6.6)



6.1 Another Chiral Bag Model 55Minimizing the ation leads to �ve Euler-Lagrange equations. For a stati spherial bagof radius R and stati � and ~� �elds they are as follows:(i�=�mq) = 0; r � R; (6.7)ir̂ � ~ = ��(� + i~� � ~�5) ; r = R; (6.8)r2� = 12� �  Æ(r �R); (6.9)r2~� �m2�~� = 12� � i~�5 Æ(r �R); (6.10)B = �12� ��r � � (� + i~� � ~�5) �r=R; (6.11)where we use the notation � = [�2(R) + �2(R)℄�1=2. The �rst of these equations is just theDira equation for the on�ned quarks, whilst Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) are equations of motionfor the sigma and pion �elds. There are also two boundary onditions - the linear boundaryondition, Eq. (6.8), and the non-linear boundary ondition, Eq. (6.11), with similar roles totheir roles in the MIT model.Chodos and Thorn solve this system of equations (without quark and pion masses) onan in�nite volume. Following their method, we will solve the system on a �nite spherialvolume of radius L. Ideally we would use a retangular volume similar to that used inlattie simulations but beause of the radial nature of the solutions it is natural to use aspherial volume and any attempt to solve on a retangular volume would be signi�antlymore ompliated.
6.1.2 The hedgehog solutionThe quark �eld solution is just the MIT quark wavefuntion, (~r; t) = 0B� �+j0�
rR �i��j1�
rR �~� � r̂ 1CA �h �(R� r) e�i�t=R; (6.12)where, as in Chapter 6, we de�ne � = ER and 
 = kR related by the equation� =q
2 + (mqR)2; (6.13)and �� =r��mqR� : (6.14)For a baryon bag with three quarks, the normalization is given by�yh�h = 3
42�R3��1 + 2
2 + os 2
 + 2mqR sin
(�
os 
+sin
)pm2qR2+
2 � : (6.15)



56 6. Volume Dependence in the Hedgehog ModelThe de�ning property of the hedgehog solution is the hoie of stati, radially dependentsigma and pion �elds, ~�(~r) = g(r)r̂; (6.16)�(~r) = f(r); (6.17)and the hoie of spinor-isospinor, �h, proportional to a mixed spin-isospin singlet state,�̂h = 1p2�jd "i � ju #i�; (6.18)so that it has the property, (~� + ~�)�h = 0: (6.19)These hoies greatly simplify the equation for the pion �eld by ensuring that � ~�5 isproportional to r̂ and hene to ~�: � ~�5 = �2i j0j1 �yh�h r̂: (6.20)Substituting Eqs. (6.12), (6.16) and (6.17) into the equations of motion for ~� and �, yieldsthe following two seond order di�erential equations in f and g:f 00(r) + 2r f 0(r) = 12���2+j20(
)� �2�j21 (
)��yh�h Æ(R � r)� a Æ(R � r); (6.21)g00(r) + 2r g0(r)� � 2r2 +m2��g(r) = ��+��j0(
)j1(
)�yh�h Æ(R � r)� b Æ(R � r): (6.22)Enforing regularity at the origin, Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) have solutionsf(r) = f0 + aR2� 1R � 1r ��(r �R); (6.23)g(r) = ��osh rm�rm� + sinh rm�r2m2� �hC + b�R sinhRm� � oshRm�m� ��(r �R)i+�sinh rm�rm� � osh rm�r2m2� �b�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ��(r �R); (6.24)where f0 and C are onstants of integration.At the boundary r = L we set the derivative ~�0 to zero to resemble the periodi boundaryonditions applied in lattie simulations. Beause there is no sigma mass we annot enforea similar ondition on �. Instead we leave f0 as a free parameter for the moment. Theresulting solutions aref(r) = f0 + aR2( 1R � 1r )�(r �R); (6.25)g(r) = b�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ��sinh rm�rm� � osh rm�r2m2� ��(r �R) +b�R sinhRm� � oshRm�m� ��osh rm�rm� � sinh rm�r2m2� ��(R� r) +b�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ���osh rm�rm� + sinh rm�r2m2� ��(Lm�); (6.26)



6.1 Another Chiral Bag Model 57where the L-dependene is given by the funtion,�(Lm�) = � oshLm�Lm� � 2 sinhLm�L2m2� + 2 oshLm�L3m3�sinhLm�Lm� � 2 oshLm�L2m2� + 2 sinhLm�L3m3� �: (6.27)(Note that �(Lm�)! 1 as L!1).The linear boundary onditionThe solutions to Eqs. (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10) are dependent on the parameters 
, R, L, mqand m� but also on the unknown values f(R) and g(R) � g0, whih are given byf(R) = f0; (6.28)g(R) = ���+��j0j1�yh�h�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ��h��sinhRm�Rm� + oshRm�R2m2� �+ �oshRm�Rm� � sinhRm�R2m2� ��(Lm�)i (6.29)� �� d(
;mq;m�; R; L): (6.30)If we now apply the linear boundary ondition, Eq. (6.8), using the relation�2 = 1=(f20 + g20); (6.31)we �nd the following ondition on 
:1 + �g0�f0 = ��j1(
)�+j0(
) � y: (6.32)This an be rearranged as g0 = �f0(1� y2)2y (6.33)and 1� = f0(y2 + 1)2y ; (6.34)whih when ombined with Eq. (6.30) allow us to express f20 , g20 and 1=�2 in terms of y andd: f20 = 4y21� y4 d; (6.35)g20 = 1� y21 + y2 d; (6.36)1�2 = 1 + y21� y2 d; (6.37)so that our solution now depends only on the parameters 
, mq, m�, R and L.



58 6. Volume Dependence in the Hedgehog ModelThe non-linear boundary onditionThe last ondition to apply is the non-linear boundary ondition, Eq. (6.11), whih sets thebag energy density B. Beause of the disontinuity in the derivatives of the ~� and � �eldsat the bag boundary, r = R, we take the average of the derivative on eah side1. e.g.���r ���r=R � 12���(in)�r + ��(out)�r ����r=R: (6.38)With the solutions for  , ~� and �, Eq. (6.11) leads to an expression for B of the form,4�R4B = �(
;mq;m�; R; L); (6.39)where � is a ompliated funtion of the bag frequeny 
, hedgehog and volume radii (R andL respetively), and quark and pion masses. Beause of its omplexity, the expliit form of� and the involved steps required to �nd it are not shown.One the masses and volume size are set, Eq. (6.39) beomes a three-way relationshipbetween the parameters B, R and 
. By hoosing a value for the bag energy density (aproperty of the vauum) the radius R, and hene the entire solution, will be ompletelydetermined by 
. Using this fat we an now �nd an eigenvalue ondition for 
.A boundary ondition on �From the linear and non-linear boundary onditions the value of the sigma �eld at theboundary r = L, �(L) = f(L) = f0 + aR2� 1R � 1L�; (6.40)is ompletely spei�ed by the energy parameter 
. Fig. 6.1 shows a plot of 1=f(L)2 against 
for �xed parameters B, mq, m� and L. Physial solutions our for 
 within spei� allowedregions or bands. Outside of these regions either �2 is negative and hene � is imaginary,or �(
) is negative, in whih ase there are no real solutions to the n.l.b.. By seleting aboundary ondition for the sigma �eld (represented by a horizontal line in Fig. 6.1) we an�nd eigenvalues of the bag frequeny, 
. From Fig. 6.1 we see that 1=f(L)2 has a limitedsize so there is a limit to how small we an make �(L).So what boundary ondition should we apply to �? Reall the PCAC relation of Se-tion 3.1.4, 
0����A�a(x)���b(q)� = f�m2� Æab e�iq�x: (6.41)If we substitute the axial urrent of Eq. (6.5) into the left-hand side and take the limit r !1(where  = 0) then we �nd
0����A�a(x)���b(q)� = 
0���(�2�)�a � �(�2�a)	���b(q)� (6.42)= m2�h�iÆab e�iq�x; (6.43)1With this presription, Chodos and Thorn found that the n.l.b.. orresponded with onservation of energyin the hedgehog.
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Figure 6.1: Plot of one on the square of the value of the sigma �eld at the boundary r = Lversus bag frequeny 
. The horizontal line represents the boundary ondition f(L) = f�.where we have used the pion and sigma equations of motion in the last step. Comparing toEq. (6.41), we see that the vauum expetation value of the sigma �eld must be h�i = f� sowe expet the sigma �eld to go to f� at in�nity.To �nd the hedgehog solution on an in�nite volume we would therefore hoose f0 suhthat f(r)! f� as r !1. For large volumes, setting f(L) = f� should still be an appropriateboundary ondition. But for smaller volumes this is too harsh a ondition and is found tointrodue large volume dependene. A more subtle tehnique would be to �x the sigma�eld at r = L to the value taken by �(L) in the in�nite volume solution (in whih � ! f�as r ! 1). This then greatly limits the volume dependene aused by the sigma �eld, adesirable e�et onsidering that in similar models the sigma mass is usually set to in�nityand we expet volume dependene to arise mainly from the e�et of the ~� �eld.The solution displayed in Fig. 6.2 for the quark ground state and assoiated ~� and ��elds was found using the latter boundary ondition on a volume of radius L = 100 fm. Thequark and pion masses were set to mq = 5MeV and m� = 140MeV and the energy densityB = 13:27MeV=fm3 was hosen to give a bag radius of R = 1:4 fm as L goes to in�nity. Inthis ase the lowest energy state is given by the eigenvalue 
 = 1:588. Although the hoie ofbag radius R = 1:4 fm may appear slightly large, this is in fat the smallest value for whihground state solutions an be found on an in�nite volume.
6.1.3 Hedgehog propertiesThe mass of the hedgehogThe energy of the ombined system is found by integrating the energy-momentum tensorand an be divided into three separate piees,Ehh = E +Ebag +E��: (6.44)
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Figure 6.2: The quark density  y (full line) and magnitudes of the pion (dashed line) andsigma (dotted line) �elds in the hedgehog solution alulated at the physial pion mass on aspherial volume of radius L = 100 fm.The quark and bag energies we already know from the MIT model:E = 3�R ; (6.45)Ebag = 4�3 R3B: (6.46)The pion and sigma energy is given by the integralE�� = 12 Z d3r[(r�)2 + (r~�)2 +m2�~� 2℄ (6.47)= 2� Z L0 dr[r2f 0(r)2 + r2g0(r)2 + (2 + r2m2�)g(r)2℄: (6.48)The result when we insert the solutions for f and g and perform the integration is rathermessy and so is relegated to Appendix B.For the solution presented in Fig. 6.2 the total energy (or hedgehog mass) is 998MeV,whih is omparable to the physial nuleon mass MN ' 940MeV.The axial oupling onstantConsider the deay n! p+��+��e through the axial urrent A+ = A1+ iA2. From Lorentzovariane and parity invariane, the most general form for the transition matrix elementis [TW01℄hp(P 0)jA�+(x)jn(P )i = �up(P 0)hGA(Q2)�5 + iGT (Q2)2MN ���q�5 + GP (Q2)2MN 5q�iun(P )eiq�x;(6.49)



6.2 Results: Volume Dependence of the Hedgehog 61where GA, GT and GP are the axial-vetor, axial-tensor and pseudosalar form fators, re-spetively, and q = P 0 � P . The value of the axial-vetor form fator at zero momentumtransfer is the axial oupling onstant, gA = GA(0). This quantity plays an important rolein many aspets of nulear physis. Its physial value is gphysA = 1:2670 � 0:0030 [H+02℄.The axial oupling onstant is found by integrating this nuleon matrix element of theaxial urrent over all spae. In the hedgehog we integrate A�hh(x) (given by Eq. (6.5)):ghhA Æij = Z d3rhhhjAij(~r)jhhi (6.50)= Z d3r�12 � �j5i + (�i�)�j � �(�i�j)�: (6.51)Applying the hedgehog solutions, the quark ontribution beomesg(q)A = ��yh�h(R
)3h�2+(
� 12 sin 2
) + �2�3 (2sin2

 � 
� 12 sin 2
)i: (6.52)We break the ~� and � ontribution into two separate parts, given byg(�1)A = Z d3r(�i�)�i (6.53)= �4�3 Z L0 dr r2f 0(r)g(r) (6.54)= �4�3 abR2�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ��Z LR drh�sinh rm�rm� � osh rm�r2m2� �� �(Lm�)�osh rm�rm� � sinh rm�r2m2� �i; (6.55)andg(�2)A = �Z d3r�(�i�i) (6.56)= 4�3 Z L0 dr[2rf(r)g(r) + r2f(r)g0(r)℄ (6.57)= 4�3 bf0h�R sinhRm� � oshRm�m� �� �(Lm�)�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� �i�Z R0 dr r sinh rm� + 4�3 b�R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ��Z LR dr�f0 + aR2( 1R � 1r )��r osh rm� � �(Lm�)r sinh rm��: (6.58)The expliit analyti results for these integrals an also be found in Appendix B.6.2 Results: Volume Dependene of the HedgehogUsing the tehnique desribed in the previous setion, we an �nd solutions for the ground-state hedgehog on a range of di�erent sized spherial volumes and at di�erent pion and quarkmasses. For eah solution we alulate the hedgehog energy and the axial oupling onstant.



62 6. Volume Dependence in the Hedgehog ModelThe bag energy density is �xed at B = 13:27MeVfm�3 (to give R = 1:4 fm in the in�nitevolume solution) and the quark and pion masses �xed in the proportionality de�ned by theGMOR relation (Setion 3.1.4) so thatmq = (m�=140MeV)2 5MeV: (6.59)By hoosing the volume size, L, and pion mass, m�, and applying the boundary onditionon � we �nd the lowest eigenvalue of 
, whih then ompletely spei�es the solution.At small pion masses, if the volume beomes too small then there is no groundstatesolution whih satis�es the boundary ondition. As L dereases, the sigma �eld will growwhilst the value of �(L) required by the boundary ondition gets smaller, suh that eventuallythere is no value of 
 for whih �(L) is small enough2. At the physial pion mass we annot�nd solutions on volumes muh smaller than L = 2:5 fm. For larger pion masses the pionand sigma �elds are smaller and we do not enounter this problem.Graphs of the solutions for L = 10, 5, 3 and 2:5 fm at the physial pion mass are shownin Fig. 6.3. We observe that the hedgehog solutions on di�erent sized volumes are relativelysimilar. Interestingly, as the volume size dereases there is a small inrease in the bag size,aompanied by a derease in the quark density over the bag. There is very little hange inthe ~� and � �elds inside the bag volume. The most notieable hange is in the behaviour ofthe pion �eld outside the baryon, whih beomes muh larger for smaller volumes beausethere is less distane over whih it an atten out to satisfy the periodi boundary ondition.When alulating gA, are must be taken to avoid numerial errors arising due to theloseness of �(Lm�) to 1 for large Lm�. For this reason, terms proportional to � are integratedin two parts, X� = X + (�� 1)X; (6.60)to isolate the small (��1) term. The results for the hedgehog mass Ehh, radius R, and axialoupling onstant gA are plotted against m2� in Figs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 respetively, with eahline representing a di�erent sized volume.We see that in the graphs for both gA and R the results for di�erent volumes onverge atlarge m2�, revealing very limited volume dependene in this region. This is what we expetto see beause at large pion masses the pion �eld will die out quikly so that the e�et of theboundary is minimal.At low m� the axial oupling onstant exhibits large �nite volume e�ets, as well asstrongly non-analyti behaviour in m2� near the hiral limit. We an better see the volumedependene by plotting gA versus L for di�erent pion masses (Fig. 6.7). For the two lightestmasses, m� = 140MeV and m� = 200MeV, the e�et is very large, with gA dereasing byaround 30% and 50% from L = 10 to 2:5 fm in eah ase. It is also interesting to note theturn-around in the low m� behaviour of gA between the L = 10 fm and L = 5 fm solutions.The results for the hedgehog mass show more volume dependene at large m� than eitherthe bag radius or axial oupling onstant, and over the entire pion mass range the dependene2There may be suh a value of 
 in a higher band but these solutions represent exited states of thehedgehog.



6.3 Discussion 63varies only slightly. This e�et is most likely due to the ontribution of the massless � �eld,E� = Z d3r(r�)2: (6.61)Beause the derivative r� never vanishes and the sigma �eld varies only slightly from volumeto volume this integral will depend strongly on the volume size. If we had inluded a sigmamass we would expet this dependene to be muh smaller.At all pion masses, as L goes to in�nity gA, Ehh and R tend toward their values in thein�nite volume solution. For the physial pion mass these are g1A = 1:40, E1hh = 998MeVand R1 = 1:4 fm.6.3 DisussionOur plot of the hedgehog axial oupling onstant reveals a large volume dependene in thelow m� region, with gA at the physial pion mass dereasing by over 50% as the volume sizedereases. This behaviour is similar to that observed in reent lattie QCD results. Fromthe plots of the hedgehog solution in Fig. 6.3 we see that the important region to onsideris the distane L�R between the edge of the baryon and the volume boundary, sine insidethe baryon bag the �elds do not vary very muh with volume size.Clearly this has been a very simple study, involving a number of major approximationswhih must be remembered when onsidering our results. But by employing suh a simplemodel we have been able to generate results over a wide range of volumes and pion masseswith relative ease. Beause of the exat nature of the solutions, at this point it would bevery easy to examine the volume and mass dependene of other hedgehog properties.One possible improvement would be to employ a spontaneous symmetry breaking meh-anism to properly inlude the pion and sigma masses. In partiular, the inlusion of a sigmamass term would then allow one to apply a more appropriate periodi boundary onditionon the � �eld.
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Figure 6.3: The quark density  y (full line) and magnitudes of the pion (dashed line) andsigma (dotted line) �elds in the hedgehog solution alulated at the physial pion mass onspherial volumes of radius L = 10, 5, 3 and 2:5 fm.
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7ConlusionIn this work we have demonstrated just a few examples of how methods suh as the use ofphenomenologial models and hiral perturbation theory an be employed to improve ourunderstanding of the non-perturbative region of QCD and to omplement and inform ourunderstanding of the results of lattie QCD simulations. In partiular, we have performed anextrapolation of QQCD lattie data for the nuleon eletromagneti form fators in the pionmass, m�, and have also investigated the volume dependene of the axial oupling onstantgA. Lattie gauge theory is the only rigorous method for alulating hadroni observablesfrom non-perturbative QCD but omputing limitations mean that lattie simulations arerun at quark masses many times the physial value and on relatively small volumes. For thisreason extrapolations in the quark mass, and potentially the volume size, must be performedto ompare lattie data with experiment. To inform these extrapolations we look to othermethods for studying non-perturbative region QCD.In Chapter 3 we studied the symmetry properties of QCD and demonstrated how toonstrut the e�etive �eld theory hiral perturbation theory (�PT) in terms of the low energydegrees of freedom of QCD by writing down the most general Lagrangian whih satis�es thesesymmetry priniples. �PT produes model-independent preditions for observables in low-energy QCD, expressed in terms of an expansion in energy and quark mass. Of partiularrelevane to mass extrapolations are the terms non-analyti in mq, whih arise as a resultof pion loop diagrams. But at the large masses where present lattie data is produed thesenon-analyti hiral ontributions are suppressed and observables vary slowly with m2�. Bothof these behaviours must be inluded in a suessful extrapolation sheme.In Chapter 4 we looked at the loudy bag model (CBM), a suessful hiral quark model ofbaryons, whih builds in the properties of on�nement and pion emission. Using this modelwe examined the struture of the physial nuleon and the nuleon eletromagneti formfators. The CBM predits the same leading non-analyti hiral ontributions to observablesas does �PT but as higher masses are approahed these terms are suppressed beause of the�nite size of the pion soure.Using the CBM as a guide we were able to onstrut an extrapolation formula in m2�for the isovetor and isosalar eletromagneti form fator dipole masses, whih ombinedthe orret non-analyti hiral terms with the slow-varying high m2� behaviour observed inlattie data. To apply this to the QCDSF results we separated the data into isovetor andisosalar form fators and then �t at eah pion mass with a dipole in Q2, �nding best-�tdipole masses and magneti moments. The dipole masses were then extrapolated inm2� usingour extrapolation formulae, the magneti moments using a Pad�e approximant and then theresults reombined to give the proton and neutron form fators at the physial pion mass.



68 7. ConclusionGiven the simpliity of our extrapolation method and the fat that the lattie data isquenhed, our results ompare very well with the experimental data, partiularly for theproton form fators. The results for the neutron eletri form fator are the least impressivebut this will always be a hallenge given that GnE vanishes at Q2 = 0. As lattie simulationsbeome more apable of disriminating between possible funtional forms this simple appro-ah an be improved. Further simulations at lower masses and simulations in full QCD willalso improve the auray of the extrapolation.Finally, in Chapter 6 we examined the volume dependene of the axial oupling onstant,an issue of urrent interest in lattie QCD. Using the hedgehog hiral bag model we performeda simple study of the volume and pion mass dependene of gA, observing signi�ant �nitevolume e�ets similar to those observed in lattie simulations.



ANon-analyti ontributions to the eletri andmagneti harge radii in the CBMFor an idea of how to suppress the non-analyti hiral ontributions to the eletromagnetiform fators in the extrapolation formulae of Chapter 5, we an expliitly alulate thediagrams whih give rise to these terms in the loudy bag model. The equations for theeletromagneti form fators in the CBM are given in Setion 4.5. The relevant diagrams areones in whih a photon ouples to a pion loop (labeled (b) in Fig. 4.3).We are interested in the eletri and magneti harge radii, de�ned in Setion 2.2 ashr2iN = �6GN(0) ��Q2GN(Q2)���Q2=0 : (A.1)To �nd the leading non-analyti ontributions to the eletri and magneti harge radii wetake the Q2-derivative of the pion loop ontributions to GNE andGNM , given by Eqs. (4.121) and(4.123) respetively. For simpliity, and beause we do not expet any signi�ant dependeneon the hoie of regulator, the CBM form fator, u(k), is replaed by a sharp momentumut-o�, �(� � k), similar to the �nite range regulator we would apply in �PT. The leadingnon-analyti ontributions will be the same for both the proton and neutron and these areadded together to �nd the ontribution to the isovetor eletri and magneti harge radii.For the purposes of these alulations, ~k and ~k0 are the initial and �nal pion momenta and~q = ~k0 � ~k is the momentum transferred by the photon, at an angle � to ~k (with x � os �).Substituting Eq. (4.121) for the eletri form fator into Eq. (A.1) then giveshr2Eiv / ddQ2 Z d3k u(k)u(k0)(~k � ~k0)2(!k!k0)(!k + !k0) ���Q2=0 (A.2)= 2� ddQ2 Z �0 dk Z 1�1dx k3(k + qx)(k2+m2�)(k2+2kqx+q2+m2�)1=2+(k2+m2�)1=2(k2+2kqx+q2+m2�) ���Q2=0(A.3)= 2� Z �0 dk Z 1�1dx k4 k2(4x2 � 3)� 3m2�(2x2 + 1)8(k2 +m2�)7=2 : (A.4)Performing the angular and then the radial integrals giveshr2Eiv / �2� Z �0 dk 5k4(1 + 3m2�)12(k2 +m2�)7=2 (A.5)= 2�n15�m4� + 35�3m2� + 14�536(m2� + �2)5=2 + 524 lnh m2�(�+pm2� + �2)2 io (A.6)or, expanding the argument of the log,hr2Eiv / 2�n15�m4� + 35�3m2� + 14�536(m2� + �2)5=2 + 512 ln�m�2� � m3�8�3 + : : : �o: (A.7)



70 A. Non-analytic contributions to the electric and magnetic charge radii in the CBMFollowing the same proedure for the magneti harge radius, using Eq. (4.123), giveshr2Miv / ddQ2 Z d3ku(k)u(k0)(q̂ � ~k)2(!k!k0)2 ���Q2=0 (A.8)= 2� ddQ2 Z �0 dk Z 1�1dx k4(1� x2)(k2 +m2�)(k2 + 2kqx+ q2 +m2�) ���Q2=0 (A.9)= 2� Z �0 dk Z 1�1dx k4 (1� x2)(4k2x2 � k2 �m2�)(k2 +m2�)4 (A.10)= �2� Z �0 dk4k4(k2 + 5m2�)15(k2 +m2�)4 (A.11)= 2�n15m5��+ 40m3��3 + 9m��5 � 15(m2� + �2)3 artan( �m� )90m�(m2� + �2)3 o (A.12)= �162� artan( �m� ) 1m� + : : : : (A.13)The terms of interest are the non-analyti log term in Eq. (A.7) and the 1m� artan( �m� ) inEq. (A.13). The presene of the artan is partiularly interesting. It goes to zero as the pionmass beomes large, further suppressing the 1m� term.



BMass and gA in the Hedgehog ModelHere we present the analyti results for the energy and the axial oupling onstant in thehedgehog model.B.1 Hedgehog massThe hedgehog energy or mass is divided into three parts,Ehh = E +Ebag +E��: (B.1)The quark and bag energies are known from the MIT model to beE = 3�R (B.2)and Ebag = 4�3 R3B: (B.3)The ontribution of the ~� and � �elds is given by the integralE�� = 12 Z d3r[(r�)2 + (r~�)2 +m2��2℄ (B.4)= 2� Z L0 dr[r2f 0(r)2 + r2g0(r)2 + (2 + r2m2�)g(r)2℄: (B.5)Substituting the solutions for f and g and integrating then givesE�� = 2�R3na2(1� RL ) +b2hm�(L2m2�R� 2(L�R)) osh�m�(L�R)�+(2 + L2m2� � 2Lm2�R) sinh�m�(L�R)�i�(m�R oshRm� � sinhRm�)R3m3�(�2Lm� oshLm� + (2 + L2m2�) sinhLm�)o: (B.6)B.2 The axial oupling onstantThe axial oupling onstant is found by integrating the hedgehog axial urrent (Eq. (6.5))over all spae. Separating the quark ontribution and the ~� and � ontribution, it is givenby ghhA = g(q)A + g(�1)A + g(�2)A ; (B.7)



72 B. Mass and gA in the Hedgehog Modelfor quark ontribution,g(q)A = ��yh�h(R
)3h�2+(
� 12 sin 2
) + �2�3 (2sin2

 � 
� 12 sin 2
)i; (B.8)and ~� and � ontributions,g(�1)A = �4�3 abR2(R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� )��R oshLm� � L oshRm�LRm2� � �(Lm�)(R sinhLm� � L sinhRm�LRm2� )�; (B.9)g(�2)A = 4�3 bf0[(R sinhRm� � oshRm�m� )� �(Lm�)(R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� )℄�(Rm� oshRm� � sinhRm�m2� )+4�3 b(R oshRm� � sinhRm�m� ) 12m2� �aR�1 + f0�2 � �(Lm�)(aR�3 + f0�4)�;(B.10)where the funtions �i are de�ned as�1 = 2(oshRm� + oshLm� +m�(L�R) sinhLm�); (B.11)�2 = 2(oshRm� �Rm� sinhRm� � oshLm� + Lm� sinhLm�); (B.12)�3 = 2(sinhRm� � sinhLm� +m�(L�R) oshLm�); (B.13)�4 = 2(sinhRm� �Rm� oshRm� � sinhLm� + Lm� oshLm�): (B.14)
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